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USS 10\"8 explosion kills 47 sailors 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Furty-seven sailors wet e killed 
in lin explosion and fire that 
ripped through the World War 
11 battleship USS Iowa 330 
miles nort.hp.ast of Puerto Rico 
~.t:~ :CJ3:n~ ~e=~ 
hist.ory. 
The Iowa, modernized and 
recommissioned in 191W, was 
r~tC~e~~e ~'F~t!t!tla~,~ 
and firin~ its huge I6-inch guns 
during routine gunnery 
practice at about 10 a.m. EDT 
wilen an explosion tort. 
Clearcutting 
option to cut 
fewer trees 
ByLI •• Miller 
Staff Writer 
Cutting smaller trees in a 
sca ttered pa ~tern, single tree 
rslection, could serve as an 
alternative to full-range 
c1earcutting, Ron Rayburn. 
tinJ.Jer staff officer of the u.S. 
ForestService, said. 
Single tree selection would 
cut trees in random places 
instead of one large plot, 
Ravburnsaid 
''''ram'lata and o\hen \ooki.ug 
at Ul#l forest won't be able \0 
Bee the cut trees," Rayburn 
&aid. "The larger trees will 
hide thP smaller ones. The 
lar;er ones won't be cut." 
On Tuesday. Rod Sallee, 
forest sUperv1Sor, announced 
tile Forest Service will 
reanalyze the environmental 
effects of clearcutilllg in eight 
areas of the ShaVl.nee National 
Forest 
The areas in question in-
clude: Quarrel Creek, Town 
Hall, Big Ranch, Cri?p8 Bend, 
Fairview, Hard Times, Otter 
Salvage and Wildcat from 
Pope, Alexander, Jackson and 
Hardin counties in Southern 
IUinois. 
An initial review of each of 
the areas showed the clear 
cuttir.g would have been en-
vi::onmentally safe, Sallee 
said. 
However, the Regional 
!"orest Servip.e was not 
satisfied with the initial 
revie"" Sallee said. The 
standards set by the National 
Environmc!1tal Policy Act 
require the Fu."CI>t Service to 
come up with alternative 
methods to full-range clear-
cutting. 
See CUT, Page 5 
throug~ gun turret No.2 on the 
front of the ship, Navy Lt. 
Cmdr. Steve Burnett said. 
Forty-seven sailors were 
killed in the exr.:osion and 
resulting fire, a Navy 
spokeswoman said. The 
number ot injuries to the 1,575 
sailors aboa'"Cl the ship and the 
p.xtent of damage were not 
immediately available. 
f'~LVv Lt. Cmdr. John 
\\' oodhoose of tilt:. 2NI Flfilt 
said, "We don't have an exact 
num~ on the injuries (but) 
we don't antiCIpate that 
nun:.ber will be bigh because of 
~.-' .-...~ .. -~-. ~ 
..... 
r: ... · 
..: ·to'!,._ ~~ 
1P. .' 
~,;'~7;~ 
Hot plate 
the nature of the accident and 
thE> explosion. 
"It's unfortunate. but this 
partkuJar type of :~dent 
tends to produce dealhs !'8ther 
than injuries," he sai·i 
The 58,ODO-ton ship Wi?t able 
to maintalIl power and was 
never in danger of sinkihg. The 
calise of the accident was 
unknown. 
The injured were evacuate-.! br hcilicopter to the nearby 
aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea 
for possible transport to the 
Roosnelt Roads Naval 
Si.ation. Puerto Rico, a Navy 
A voIIeyba)I oourt near Schnieder Tower served as the arena 
tor Brush Towers residenIs m work on their eaI1y spOng tans 
U of I no replacement 
for Halloween change 
By Jackie Spinner 
Staff Writer 
The University of Dlinois 
won't put out the welcome mat 
for Carbondale Halloween 
partiers if the anDual 
celebration is canceitd. 
.... e are not interested in 
having anyone from out of 
town coming in to the cam-
PU->," U of I Dean of Students 
Wi.lfu.m L. Riley said. 
The Carbondale City Council 
di.sc1.'SSed ending the noblrious 
Halloween par:.y at its meeting 
Tuesday night. 
Conservative estim&tes for 
Carbondale's street party put 
crowd totals at 20,000 dunng 
the second night of the 
ooebration. 
The Champaign party at-
tracts about 15,000 annually 
with U of I students making up 
40 percent of the attendees. 
Compared with about 200 
arrests m?de during Car-
bondale's celebration, Only 14 
people were arrested last year 
at the Champaign party. 
Even without organizers or 
sponsorS of the Champaign 
event, the street party bas 
remained in control-witA little 
violence. Something has 
worked for Champaign that 
hasn't worked for Carbondale. 
In 1986, the Champaign and 
Urbana city councils passed an 
ordinance banning cans and 
bottles from the celebration. 
"That has worked," Riley 
said. "The intent 9188 to 
eliminate having missiles that 
See HALLOWEEH, Page 5 
spokeswoman;;aid 
President Bush, Ii World 
War II Navy pilot, caned the 
disaster a "great tragedy" 
and a "matter of terrible 
I!8dness." During a meeting at 
the White House with 
congressional leaders, Bush 
&:lid he wanted "to express my 
::ill:; ofes=~~ ~ th~ 
that accident." 
Officials at the Norfolk 
Naval Base in Virginia - the 
Iowa's home port - set up a 
eou~ center and an in-
formation clearinghouse to 
provide news and co....""lfo:.."t to 
relatives. 
The death toll made it one of 
thE: worst U.S. naval accidents 
in ree--~t history. 
III 1967. 134 people were 
killed aboard the aircraft 
carrier USS Forrestal off the 
coast of Vietnam when a 
rocket flred from an aircraft 
on deck started a huge blaze. 
The next worst accident was in 
1963 when the submarine USS 
Thresher sank with 1.29 people 
aboard, followed by 99 dead in 
See SHP, Page 5 
f A:r ifee 
Staff Pholo by Alan Hawes 
Wednesday aftemoon. Surmathers SIn.dd enjoy contlooed 
sunshine today. 
University to switctl 
health insurance 
By .... nne Bickler 
Staff Writer 
University employees and 
their dependents 
automatically will be 
switched from the 
CarleCare Health Main-
tenance Organization to the 
Quality Health Care plan OIl 
.T.llvi. 
Tile CarleCare HMO. 
which bas been the primary 
health organization for the 
University. recenUy asked 
the lllinois ~lature for a 
$10 office visIt ~e aDd 
an increased ~ rate. 
c!~ ~i~r.ls d~~~ 
that it is DOt cost efficient to 
stay in Southern !llinois, 
William Cspie, executive 
director of persormel ser-
vices. said at Wednesday's 
Administrative Staff 
Professiooal Constituency 
meeting. 
See H5URANCE, Page 5 
Gus Bode 
Gus says SIU employees 
only get the best benefits, or' 
whaIeYer's cheaper. 
lliis~i~~.1 Student election tabulations undelWay 
COa(miningt1~ama 
.revi~wed 
By Mlgliel Alba 
Staff Writer 
With the final vote cast in 
Wednesday's Undergraduate 
Student Governmp-Ilt elections, 
the election commission began 
the painstaking job of counting 
each individ11al ballot. 
Debbie Hughes, election 
commissioner. said she 
estimates 3,500 students voi.ed 
in llJe ~Iec:tion. If the estimate 
ib accurate, th!S will uearly 
double last year's official total 
of 1,833 ,'otes in the 
pl'f'SidentiaJ race. 
"We had a good voter tur-
nout." she s~jd. "We have a 
big job aheJ.d fX us." 
Commission members 
began alphabetizing and 
verifying each individual vote 
Wednesday night. A full 
tabulation of the results is 
expected by the weekf':xi, 
Hug.'lef-said. 
Hughes spent the day 
collecting votes from the 
polling places in a Universitv 
van she called "home baser, 
where tile vuta! were kept. 
Although the voling process 
went smoothly, Hughes said a 
flbc.rtage of student trustee 
ballots caused some relays at 
some PDIling places, but the 
problem was resolved by 
baving emergt:ncy ballots 
printed with the help of the 
Office of Student bevelop-
ment. 
Hughes said statistics 
concerning the number of 
votes cast, where they were 
cast and who the votes were 
for will be provided for future 
referen'!e. 
All the ballots are enciosed 
in two envelopes as part of a 
check system to assure Rgainst 
voting fraud. 1 he votes will be 
k~t at the SIU-C police station 
overnight, a commission 
. member said 
SAlUKICURREN~NGE ~~.~ 
CHECKS CASHED WESTERN UNION 
• 1990 PMsenger Car ~ Motorcycle 
Renewal stickers 
• Private MaIlboxes for rent • Travelers Checks 
• Title &... Registration • Notary Public 
Service < Money Order;> 
Plaza Shopping Center 606 S. Illinois, Carbondale S49-3202 
Mon-Sat 11-2:30 
LUNCH BUFFET $3.Y5 
THUR~DAY DINNER BUFFET $3.95 
~ 
• Egg Roll 
.C ... b Rangoon 
-Fried \VOIlton 
• Onion Ring~ 
• Fl'"ie.i Pot41l~ 
• Hush Puppictt 
Fresh FnJir Ra,. 
• \\J~'crmclon 
·StrawberTiC6 
o Honey 0.".. 
fn-fb S3 lad Bu 
-15 itc:nu 
~.ill!.!:;, 
• Beef ,",,' i[h BroccoUi 
·S .... ·L"'C( & Suur Pork 
-Moo Gco Gai Pan 
oSHQChidcn 
.Rl"(~ Curr,' Chicl.en 
oB.,,/ Almond Ding 
.C;anton~St; Spare Ribs 
.Gir>4!'~r Chid en 
I 206 s.-Wal I 457-45101 
f7I?EAT 
LICI\S,. 
r:!«OIl." -e.ldto.~tl 
perience For Yourself Wh 
We are Now Sold In 
Grocery Stores Across The 
Country! 
New Rt. 13 East carbcndale 
SinglCl? 
Wcz'rv Availablv. 
To Do Your 
Wash That Is! 
Drop It Off 
Fluff-Dry Laundry 
Service 
7am til Midnight 
549-1898 
Pe 08NOX€~OUS 
is related to the rhinocerous. It is 
known for its loud, obnoxious 
behavior, similar to a drunk human. 
It's aggressive and likes to pick f;ghts. 
Par! 01 Your Student (JJ~ 
Health Program's ~ ~,: 
Wcllncs. Center F. _?f: 
Learn to Build a Dome 
presented by the Student Cerrter Croft Shop & spc. 
A one-day workshop. 
Thursday, April 20, 1989 at 2:00 
OLD MAIN MALL 
NO FEE 
Number of Parrlclponts Is limited, so sign up nawat the 
Student Center Croft Shop 536-212' or 453-3636. 
Page 'I, Daily EgYiltian, April 20. 1983 
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Lawyer charges R1'agan 
authorized North's work 
WASlilNGTON lUPI) - Oliver North's lawyer, e!lding a 
passionate defense of the former White House aide, charged 
Wednesday that President Reagan authorized North's st:Cret 
Iran-Contra work then "threw him overboard to get some 
political peace." "The man who held lives in Illi: hand now has 
his me in your hands. In a sense, he's a hostage," said defe.'lSe 
lawyer Brendan Sullivan. 
Suspected mass slayer arrested In Mexico 
SANTA ROSA, Calif.(UPI) - A wi'lP.ry worker sought for the 
slayings of seven peovle, including two of his young daughters, 
was captured Wedr.esday at a raiin18d station north of the 
hometown of his mo:her in western Mexico, authorities reported. 
Deputies and FBI agerl4in S~n Francisco said Ramon Salcido, 
28, was taken into custody by Mexican police and FBI agellts 
without incident. ' 
Salvadoran aHorney general assassinated 
SAN SALVADOR, EI Salvador (UPI) - Salvadoran Attorn~y 
General Roberto Garcia Alvarado was assassinated Wednesday 
by assailants who hurled a bomb at the armored van carrying 
him to work, judicial sources said. The sources said the ex-
plOSion, wlDch EI Salvador's president-eJect blamed on Marxist 
rebels, severely wounded one bodyguard and deafened another. 
Half-milo-wlde cosmic 'close call' for Earth 
WASlilNGTON (UPI) - A half-mile-wide asteroid, blazing 
througb space at nearly 50,000 mph, skirted past Earth last 
month in a cosmic "close call" unrivaled in a half century, NASA 
said Wednesday. The asteroid, called as 1989FC, passed within 
500,000 miles of Earth -' about twice the distance to the moon-
on Marcb 23, the space agency said. 
Afghan government attacks nO:1-tnllitary aid 
KABUL, Mghanistan (UPI) - The pro-Soviet government 
Wednesday criticized a U.S. congressional subcommittee for 
approviLg a Whire House request for $105 million in new non-
military aid to Afghan rebels, saying it violated the 1988 U.N.-
brokered Geneva peace accords. Meanwhile. the government 
said 400 more supply trucks had reached Kabul on the key 
Salang Highway from the Soviet border. 
Son alleges coverup In crRsh of dad's plane 
MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - The son of the late Pakistani 
President Zia Ul-Haq said Wednesday the United States knows 
who d'lWIled his father's plane but is concealing evidence in what 
he claims is a case of sabotage. Ijaz Ul-Haq said his American 
lawyers were preparing a $1 billion lawsuit against U.S. aircraft 
manufacturer Lockheed to reveal its findings on why the Her-
cules C-130 transpm:t plane crashed Aug. 17 shortly after takeoff, 
killing 30 people mcluding Zia ann U.S. Ambassador to Pakistan 
Arnold Raphel 
Jordan prlc.lncrease protests contained 
AMMAN. Jorden (UPI) - Police fired tear gas at knife-
wielding demonstrators in southern Jordan Wednesday on the 
second day of a violent backlash against price increases, wit-
nesses said Government officials deemed the protests "con-
tained" Wednesday. The army <feI,ioyed tanks around Ma'an 
and TafUeb and clamped a curfew on the towns, where violence 
cootinued - though somewhat abated compared to Tuesday's 
fiery uprisings - over government-imposed increases in the 
price of fuel, cigarettes, beverages and utilities, witnesses said, 
state 
Panel OKs death penalty 
for drug-related crimes 
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) - Individuals who kill others while 
committing drug crimes could be sentenced to death under 
legislation approved Wednesday by the House Judiciary II 
Committee. Rep. William Shaw, D-Chicago, sponsor of the bill 
(HUM), said drug-related violence is a growing problem, 
especially in urban areas, and drugs are involved in a growing 
number of murders. 
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Coal miners' lives 
revealed in show 
By Nora Bentley 
Staff Writer 
"Walking on Our Knl'tS," 
presents a moving look at life 
in the coal mines and the ef-
feets it has on the miners and 
their families. 
Sh'iror. Bebout Bragg, wbo 
collected, compiled and 
directed the Calipre show, said 
~c!tE~ ItU:o~u~nd~~~ 
Kentut'ky. 
"I've spent the last year 
~~;Vi~;:it~oalin rmg~th~ 
Illinois I!nd westem Ken-
tucky," she said. Bragg is a 
coal nl:ner's daughter and 
t>.xpecienced the death of her 
brother m B. mining accident 10 
years ago. 
Sbe sairi she wank to break 
the stereotype that miners are 
forced to mine and are locked 
into poverty. Of miners in this 
.. rea she said, "They are 
miners h..~'.1Se they choose to 
be." 
The show also emphasizes 
that different types of mines 
exist. Mines have entrances as 
large as a living room, mines 
with water and bad rock, and 
mines with roofs so low that 
miners have to walk on their 
knees. 
Bragg said it isn't a show 
about unionization, but "about 
individual people, how they 
make it through ana why they 
stay." 
"I worked very hard to 
poru-ay them as I saw them," 
she said. 
The show is a series of sbort 
scenes linked together with 
coal mining music 'Iuch as "16 
Tons," "Only a Miner," 
"Mining Camp Blues," and 
"30 Inch Coal. " Music is 
performed by The Panache 
Ramblers. 
The scenes progress from 
the first that explained the 
different types of mining to 
scenes portrayirl.g accidents, 
the grief of fa~y and friends 
and prar-tica1 jokes played in 
the mines. Alsc., toe life 0[ 
women in the mines, the 
thoughts of an emergency 
worker and a discussion about 
antics of rats in the mines are 
high points in the show . 
Varying opinions are given 
on the quahty of life of the 
miner. A young miner, played 
by Kevin Paul, is afraid of the 
dark and dislikes the 
bure2Ucracy of ~ mining 
cor.lpany. He makes the 
statement the.t you have "iu 
kiss the people above you and 
burt tbose below you." 
Paul ends the play by 
Craig Gingrich-Philbrook, I~ft, Kevin Paul, and 
Ronald D. Rich, pertonn In "Walking On Our 
Staff Photo by Heidi Diedrich 
Knees," which is running April 20 through 22 at a 
p.m. at the Calipre Stage_ 
quittirl.g his job tv go ba'!k 
school. On the other hand, 
another miner, played by 
Ronald D. Rich, says he love:; 
mining. Ava C. Lenoir Simons, 
playing one of the women 
miners, says she would be a 
miner no matter what. 
One of the most touching 
scenes portrayed the death of a 
miner and the feelings of a 
friend, sister and his parents. 
Simons plays the friend who 
is writing a letter to the family 
and remembering the boy. 
Kris Hildy and Rich play the 
parents wbo sit and cry about 
the death, while Lori Sefton 
portrays the boy's sister. 
Sefton flips through a photo 
album remembering funny 
incidents about her brother. 
Her portrayal is touching 
because she isn't 
overemotional, yet the grief in 
her voice is strong. 
Hildy and Simons are strong 
in their scene about women 
working in the mines. The 
scene begins with the men 
eating lunch together and the 
two women sitting by them-
selves at each side of the men. 
Simons sllows the rougb side 
of working in the mine when 
the men give the women a hard 
time. Sbe says that she gets the 
tough jobs fond constantly has 
to prove herself to the reen. 
Simons plays me part with 
spunk, making the audience 
believe that she can handle 
anything that tbe men dish out. 
The music helped the show 
flow smoothly from scene to 
scene. 
Lecturer pOints to prison overcrowding, offers solutions 
By Lisa illliller 
Staff Writer 
You only have so much room 
in the jar until the jar ex-
plodes, Charlie W. Flynt, 
faculty candidate for the crime 
studies center, said. 
The same hold!. true for 
prisons. Prison populations 
have iDcrea8ed 120 percent 
during the 1980s, Flynt said 
Tuesoay during a lecture 
sponsored by the crime studies 
center. 
Flynt is employed at the 
West Virginia Department of 
Corrections, and he is applying 
for a position as instructor in 
the cflme studies center. 
As the population escalates, 
so does the number of 
criminals that need to be 
imprisoned, he said_ 
Flynt said the popuIatioa is 
increasing at the rate of 1.7 
percent a year. In just 42 
years, the population will 
CHAIR SELECTION 
'89 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
In charge of coordinating: 
• Homecoming 
• New Student Activities 
Application Deadline-April 20, 4:30pm 
Call SPC For More Information 536-3393 
"THIS AIN,rr 
NO 
RECOKD STORE'.J. 
SALE! 
All Albums - SO¢ 
Friday and Saturda 
[203 W. Walnut • 529-2231 
douiJle in size if the rlite stays 
the same, be said. 
!<'lynt suggested that t}1e 
goverJUIlent deal with the 
growing prison population in 
two ways. 
First, prisons can be ex-
panded and cells could be 
enlarged tQ hold four prisoners 
instead of two. However, this 
method can be costly to the 
taxpayers, he said. 
The second method is to 
incarcel:ate the serious oC-
fenders. 
"Wha t crimes are con· 
sidered to be the most 
serious'?" Flynt asked. "One 
person's idea of a terrible 
cnme may he considered 
pardonable by the other. '!'he 
government will have a hard 
prisoners will double by 1995, 
Flyntsairi. 
Flynt said the governr,lent 
needs to find ways to give 
better counseling to the 
prisoners so they won't be 
"recycled" through the 
system over and over. 
time deciding which crimes ''In most rural states, pe<lllle 
are the imprisonable lines." :~ a~~~=~ a~~~;~ 
Prisoo population forecasts be imprisoned again and 
predict that the number of again," FJyntsaid. 
.; . 
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Fight AIDS: Don't 
scare, make aware 
COLLEGE STUDENTS like sex; there's no doubt about 
it. 
So sexualJy transmitted diseases are a scourge on the 
college population. 
The only thing w{'rse than a sexually ~ansmitted 
disease is 8 sexually transmitted disease that kills. 
AIDS. 
How many timp.s in the past few years have you heard 
the horrcor stories about what AIDS can do? Obviously not 
enough to scare everyone into practicing safe sex or ab-
staining altogether. 
So marbe SC2re tactics aren't the answer. Maybe 
students Just need to be aware that AIDS can affect them 
and others their age. 
AIDS IS NOT a predictable disease that can be con-
tracted one day and diagnosed the next. It can take years 
to show up, and even someone who looks health~ can carry 
the AIDS virus, though they may not show SIgns of me 
disease. 
You may think "1 wouldn't go out with someane who 
couid have AIDS." But how rio you know? "-JDS doesn't 
discriminate. It will attack anyone, regardless of age, 
creed or dress code. 
The Universitr is doing its part to hell- students battIe 
AIDS by installmg condom vending machines next fall. 
Students need to take advantage of the convenience of 
these nlachi'les and not be embarrassed to p~chase or use 
condoms. 
NO MA rTER WHAT anyone else says or does to make 
you aware of !.he dangers of A~S, only you caz;t help 
prevent it. It must be taken senously because It can 
happen to you. It can kill you. 
This is AIDS awarenes.<: week, but you should be aware 
of AIDS every dz.y (and night) of your life. 
So be{1)'l'e 'YOU go home with that perfect person you meet 
at the nat party, ask yourself if it's worth it. And use 
condoms. But think about it - before, not the morning 
after. 
Opinions 
from elsewhere 
Ken ... City Tim •• 
It's coup !!c~son again ~ 
Haiti. Lt. GeTl. Prosper Avril, 
who declared himself Haiti's 
president after the ooster of 
~he illegi'.i!Ilately elected 
Leslie lViiinigat, is targeted for 
a hasty exit. 
Avril survived an un-
successful, bloody coup nearly 
two weeks ago led by at ieast 
three military cammanders, 
including the leader of the 
army's Le<ltJ8rd Batallio:l. The 
challenge cam~ four day.s after 
he dismissed four seDlor of-
ficers for alleged involvement 
in drug trafficking. 
Within days A vril ~'as 
challenged by the infamOUll 
DesSPlines Batallion, atijacent 
to '.ne Port-au-Princp. palace. 
'iDe l,ooo-man Presidential 
Guard, whence came·· Avril, 
bas defended Avril. 
The crisis bas posed a sticky 
situation for the Bush ad-
ministration. Avril was a close 
friend of "Baby Doc" 
DuvaJier, the corrupt dictator 
who contributed to Haiti's 
moral ar.d t!C(,nomic decli'le. 
Since his. "presidency," 
however, Avril has been 
movinS toward demccracy. 
The admi",istration bet on 
the new and improved Avril. It 
gave verbal support to the 
beleaguered leader, in office 
for just six months. 
Tile commanders' dismissal 
and;h.e anti-drug crackdown 
were. in great part, intended to 
appease U.S. mterests so that 
Haiti can get $70 million in U.S. 
.. !d. Avril created an office to 
crack down on the military's 
role in the drug trade. 
The p.!LIi:ristration should 
continlle to ghre Avril con-
ditional support. However, it 
must be careful not to have the 
US. in bed with another wolf in 
general's clotbinlt. Does the 
name Manuel Antonio Noriega 
ring a bell? 
Scripps Howc.rd News Service 
Editoria1 Policies 
Signed articles. including leners, viewpoints and olller commentaries. reflact the 
opinions of their authors Ully. Unsigned edrtoOals ;epresent a consensus of Ine 
0aiIy Egyptian Edrtorial Board. whOse members are the student ~itor·in·chief. the 
editorial page editor. the associate editorial page edrtor. a news st&lf member, the 
faculty mariaging editor and 8 School of Journalism fac.ulty member. 
Letters to the eortor may be subm~ed by maR or diroc~y to the eaitorial page 
editor. Room 1247. Communication'.! Building. Leners Should be typewritten and 
double spaced AU letters are subject \0 adrting and will be limited to 500 words. 
Letters of 'ewe< than 250 words will be given preference tor publication. Students 
must tdeI1trty It!ernselves by class and major. fllCulty members by rank and 
OOpartnJ8f1t. n:)ll-8C8demic statf by position and departmpnt. 
Letters submrtted oy mail shouloj include the author's address and tGiep~one 
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Abortion allows the strong 
to exploit tt18 weak, helpless 
In recent articles in the 
press, supporters of legal 
abortion Ilave tried to pass off 
their opponents as a monalith 
of fanatics and crackpots 
whose ideas are proven 
ridiculous by their behavior. 
Those people will find me, 
and many others like me, 
incon venien t for their 
argument. I don't bomh 
abortion clinics, r don't 
harangue pregnant women 
througb a bullhorn, and I am 
adamantly opposed to abor-
tion. 
If it has done nothing else, 
the debate over abortion has 
exposed the great lie un-
dp.rpinning the pro-abortion 
position. 
Its supporters claim to be in 
favor of people's "rights," and 
portray themselves as 
protecting the helpless and 
downtrodden irom relentless 
government ')!,pression. . 
This "Ie. 1:8 be kmd" 
distortion conceals the truth of 
their position. The ultimate 
test of a civil society is in its 
attitude toward the ex-
ploitation of its weak and 
belpless members by the 
strong. 
Nothing embodies a starker 
contrast of weak and strong 
than abortion, which is nothing 
less than the taking of life by 
rational, educated holman 
bE:ings from others who are in 
the weakest possible position 
and most in need of our 
protection. 
Legalized abortion has 
removed the only defense the 
unborn would have. 
Let's not delude ourselves. 
To support legal abortion is not 
to support some set of rights. It 
is to condone the use of raw 
J:ower to commit the ultimate 
exploitation. - .James Payne. 
graduate student, ecOoaomics_ 
Solution offered for sexist language 
I am writing in reference to 
a perplexing problem that has 
plagued instructors for some 
time now. This problem 
presents itself in the failure of 
the English language to 
develop a pronoun that 
represents both sexes in a 
singular third person pronoun. 
The problem that most 
females are quick to point out, 
with which I agree, is that the 
English language is male 
oriented. 
I have asked many English 
majors if such a pronoun 
exists, but all have failed tv 
provide me with one. Many of 
my students in fairness to both 
sexes use the him-her or he-she 
respresentation on their 
papers in order to represent a 
student or individual. 
1 personally aecept this, but 
it is still accenting our sexist 
oriented language. 
Dlle to the unavailability of 
such a pronoun or lack of any 
knowledge that such exists, I 
propose a new word for 
Webster's Dictionary. 
Welcome to the new non-sexist 
third person pronOlID "zin." 
I have been testing this 
pronoun on my students and 
they feel good about it. Both 
male and female agree that it 
is better than him-her and that 
it does not promote the con-
tinuation of sexism in our 
language. 
I would like to hear from 
English 1..1ajors, feminists and 
all other interested parties if 
the worn "zjn" would be 
agreeable to them. - R. Wood 
Young, graduate student, 
educational psychology. 
Protest against clearcutting needed 
In 1986 the Forest Service 
submitted its ~year Final 
Management Plan for 
Shaw'lee Forest. This .,lan 
called tor cleacclltting 196,000 
a;!res of the 262,000 acres at 
Shawnee National Forest. 
Simple math shows this to be 
-:'4.8 percent. That's 
outrageous I 
The damage to the 
~osystem could result in some 
plant and auimal species 
becoming e-xtinct. The natural 
hardwood ecosystem would be 
interrupted if not fully 
destroyed by the replanting of 
softwoods in ('learcut areas. 
This is tM olan and it has 
been deemed iinacceptable by 
every environmental group 
that has knowledge of it. 
inlcuding: Audubon Council of 
Illinois; Illinois Department of 
Conservation; Sierra ~lub; 
Association of Concerned 
Environmentalists; Friends of 
the Earth; International 
Wildlife Coalition; Illinois 
Soutb Project; McHenry 
County Lefenders; The 
Wilderness Society; and 
Illinois Audubon SOCiety. 
Demonstrate your concern 
by attending a rally at the U.S. 
Forest Service I-~eadquarters 
in Murphysboro at noon AprJ 
21. The potential damage is too 
great to just let the other guy 
fight to save the Sbawnee, for 
voul - Vern Cornell, Morris 
Library technicltl AssisLant. 
Keeping open mind is issue, not metal music 
I am writing this in response putting it down just bec.ause it music has bet:.n m~~, and 
to Brad Seifert's letter. How doesn't appeal to your par- that puts ~ou m no posItion to 
nice it must be to be the sole ticular likmg. . J!ldge m!JSlc or the people who 
determina tor among a whole Being able to apJ:'reclate & hsten to It. 
community of unique in- variety of musIc is only saying 
dividuals, and to be able to more abou~ yourself and your 
decide on what's intellectual strength of character. 
music or not. I am also wondering how you 
The issue here isn't heavy came to the conclusion that 
metld vs. "intellectua! heavy metal "doesn't require 
musIc," as you pet it. It's thought nor provoke any 
being able to keep an upen thought after it's sung." Ap-
mind to all music, rather t~n parently your exposure to 
1 think that the only 
"pinhead with a lack of pur-
pose" is s" ...... <me like yourself 
who is obviously completely 
closed-minded, yet chose to 
major in psychology. .- L. 
Ryan, sophomore, com-
munication disorders. 
S:--ilp, from Page 1-----
the loss of the subn·.arine USS 
Scorpion in 1968. 
Many of the Iowa's dead 
were inside the turret when it 
exploded and burst into 
flames, Burnett said. The 
turrets are so large - vertical 
steel barrels that run from the 
bottom of ship to the deck -
that 15 to 70 men arp. normally 
working inside them, he said. 
The tu.-ret is made of 16-inch 
armor plate and contained the 
blast without causing external 
damage to) the ship, a 
spokesman said. Each turret 
COlltains three gun barrels. 
The 16-inch shells are about 
4.Hoot long and weigh 2,300 
pounds - "the size of 
USSlowa 
Volkswagens." isn't closed and locked 
Navy Cmdr. Robert Fran- properly it shouldn't fire," 
zmann of the Atlantic Fleet Franzmann said. 
described the gun turrets as Retired Navy chief gunner's 
giant steel pedestals that "run mate Robert Linsley of 
virtually from the bottvm of 'Virginia Beach, Va., who 
the ship to the deck. The gun served aMcird the Iowa in the 
crews operate inside." 19505, said he believed the 
He said the 16-inch shell is explosion occurred in the 
shoved into the breech or rear ammunition "handling room" 
end of the gun by machinery. in the bottom of the gun turret 
Gunpowder bags go in after because of the number of 
the shell, and the si&:e of these deaths. 
vary depending on the range "An explosion at the top of 
they want to achieve. The the gun would not kill that 
breech is closed with a big many people in my 
metal door before the shooting estimation." 
takes place. Each gun requires four bags 
"As I understand it, there to fire, Linsley said. "Black 
are safeguards. U the breech powder requires only a small 
Explosion occurred at 
gun turret No. 2 at the 
front of the ship 
spark to ignite. Once yol', ignite 
the first one - then they're ali 
gone," he said. 
A Navy lieutenant on the 
USS Missouri who declined to 
give his n'lme said he also had 
heard that the explosion oc-
curred in the handling room. 
The last U.S. warship to 
experience a gun turret ex-
plosion was the hRttleship USS 
Mississippi when it was 
shelling .japanese-held Makin 
Island in the Pa.:ific in 
November 1943. That explosion 
killE.-<i 43 sailors. 
The Iowa has nine I6-inch 
guns, 12 5-inch guns and also 
Tomahawk and Harplion 
missiles. 
HALLOWEEN, from Page 1 
would hurt somecne if 
thrown." 
The Carbondale council has 
passed a glass ban, forbidding 
alcoholic beverages to be 
served or purchased in glass 
containers. However, the 
council did not pass a can ban. 
AccordL'lg to a report by 
Deputy City Manager Jeff 
Doherty, "the difficulty in 
8uppiying tbe large crowd with 
ceer without calIS or bottles 
prevented the adoption of a 
c)nban." 
Yet the University of Illinois 
managed to serve the large 
crowd with plastic containers, 
and nobody was injured last 
year by flying glass or 
aluminum. 
The Carbondale Chamber of 
Commerce, SIU-C and the city 
have tried to make thp. 
Halloween celebr2.lion safer 
and more enjoyable. 
ID his report to City Manager 
Steve Ho(fner, Doberty said 
"the city'. approach to 
Halloween in Carbondale in 
the past has heeD to allow the 
street party to occur and to 
take steps to both contain the 
crowd and to make the event 
as safe as possible." 
But the sponsors have gone 
beyond allowing the street 
party to occur to encouraging 
attendees to have fun through 
live music, beer booths and 
food stands. 
The Champaign party is a 
u:::n~ent~~B!: 
btJ~'!'re not promoting it," 
Riley said. "We're trying to 
make ita safe place." 
INSURANCE, from Page 1---
The Quality Health Care 
progran:: offers two packages; 
a high option package with 
maximum cuverage and 
hIgher premiums, and a low 
option package with minimal 
coverage and low premiums. 
"We do not recommend the 
low option package," Capie 
said. "I know of some horror 
stories at this University that 
have resulted from low ootion 
coverage," he said. . 
The high option rackage will 
be provided toemplojeesatno 
cost. The only cost will be for 
additional deperdents. 
The Quality Health Care 
plan will offer a 5 premium 
reduction this year, and 
another 5 reduction next year, 
Capiesaid. 
The payments will be split. 
Quality Health Care \\ ill pay 80 
of accepted bills and the 
employee will pay 20 of ac-
cepted bills. 
"Some submitted bills will 
be returned because they 
exceed reasonable and 
customary charges," Capie 
said. He warned employees to 
IK;~~~/~llin~ has SOIlle 
of the highest health care costs 
in the state," he said. 
"The difference between 
HMO's and the Quality Health 
Care plan is now you will be 
billed, you will 6~ bills," 
Callie said. "Be prepared to 
~~ i~b~tanf~O~c:n J:U s'f:~ 
later." 
"Compared to other major 
medical programs, this is a 
good one. It pays well, but not 
timely," he said. 
Since the Quality Health 
Care plan is a major medical 
coverage plan it does not cover 
routine doctor's oLfice visits or 
physicals, but it does cover 
dental check-ups. 
Optical and prenatal care 
are not covered. 
Employees have May and 
JUlie to decided which 
coverage option to select, if 
they ~electoDe at all. 
CUT, from Page 1-------
"Many alternatives were 
considered by the team that 
did the original analysis and 
decisions, but only .. ftw were 
documented," Sallee said. 
The second analysis willl~ 
at the J>OS:Sibility of clear-
cutting smgle trees as well as 
checking for endangered plant 
and animal species. 
"We're confident we'll come 
lip with some enYironrnent~lly 
sound alternatives to clear-
cutting such as single tree 
selection," Rayburn said. "If 
cJearcutting is deemed 
necessary, we want to make 
sure the areas we cut are 
environmentally sound enough 
to withstand the clearcutting.· 
The Regional Association of 
Concerned Environmentalists 
said if the clearcl!tting had not 
been stopped {or an additional 
review, legal m~:.sures would 
have been taken. 
"Although single tree 
selection is still clearcutting, it 
is definately not as harmful as 
fUll-range clearcutting," 
Randall Thomas, member of 
RACE,said. 
Randall said the Forest 
Service should consider 
clearcutting on private land 
instead of public property. 
.. ,r thev want to c1earcut 
they'shou'ld do it on their own 
land, instead of lbe land that 
b~longs tG e"erybody," 
Thomas said. 
The decision to do an en-
viror .nental review on tlte 
reg; Jnallevel stemmed from a 
letter written by RACE to the 
U.S. Chief of Forestry in 
Washington. 
Rayburn said the secl'nd 
analysis should be done by 
mid-August. 
Accuracy Desk 
The Daily Egyptian has 
established an accuracy desk. 
If readers spot an error, tiley 
can caB 536·3311, extension 233 
or 229. 
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members for organization 
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organizational meeting at 5 
p.m. today in Life S.:ience II, 
Room 430. 
Chuck Goff, administrator of 
the PSA, said it is a social-
educational organization that 
allows students of any major to 
learn more about psychology 
outside of the classroom. 
Goff, a senior in psychology, 
said the PSA plans to apply for 
Registered Student 
Organization status to become 
more active on campus and to 
receive funding to belp pay for 
guest speakers, trips to 
psychology conferences and 
social functions. 
Although the PSA is open t.o 
anyone, Goff said most of the 
15 regular members are 
psychology majors. 
"The PSA is geared toward 
making psychology majors 
into a tighter-knit group. It's a 
way 'If getting to know other 
psychology majors and getting 
to know the faculty better," 
Goffsaid. . 
Goff said he hopes to sponsor 
students to attend the 61st 
Annual Midwestern 
Psychological Association in 
Chicago, fr9m May 4 to 6. He 
said the meeting will give 
Fishbone's music to fill air 
on WIDB before Springfest 
WIDB's alternative air-
waves will be filled with 
Fishbone music Friday in 
antiCipation of the groop's 
arrival in Carbondale for 
Springfest. 
Fishbone mm-dc, ranging 
frc-m early psycho ska, an 
upbeat style of reggae, to cuts 
from their recpnt funk-
addictive "Trut!:l and Soul" 
LP, will be heard on "Alter-
native Fodder," which 
highlights progressive artists 
from 11:30 a.m. to noon daily 
on 600 AM or 104.9 FM cable. 
Harold Clemens, a radio-TV 
senior, will host the funk fest. 
"My sl.10W will be the hors d' 
oeuvres to build up your ap-
petite for the feast of Fish-
bone," Clemens said. 
Fishbone performs from 5 to 
7 p.m. Saturday at the 
Springfest Mainstage at the 
Old Main Mall. Ipso Facto will 
open the rock-reggae show. 
~.c.'. ~ ~.'.~~'V'b..V"&>'~~.&; ~.- ~ ~ < ,;., II '1 '/" / . 
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students opportunitia to learn 
what new research is being 
done and to meet and to ask 
researchers questions. 
Dorothy KUbasik, a 
sophomore in psychology, said 
she joined the PSA to become 
more involved in the 
pyschology department and tc 
learn more about the I!~parate 
branches of psychology, such 
as counseling, research, 
rehabilitation and social work. 
Goff said the organization is 
just getting started and woui.d 
be receytive to input on 
possible speakers, trips or 
social activities. 
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Briefs 
RICK ~ALLEY, aGthor, 
sports columnist and 1958 SIU-
C journalism graduate, will 
speak on sports and sports 
writing at 1 today in Wham 308. 
At 3 p.m. he will meet with 
Daily Egyptian sports 
reporters. 
SCOIT SHAW. 1988 Pulitzer 
Prize-Ninning photographer 
and a ."rmer Daily EgyJ>tian 
staff menlher, will speak about 
making a career as a 
photojournalist at 1 today in 
Communications 1214 during 
the introduction to 
photojournalism class. 
JOURNALISM SCHOLAR-
SHIP and Awards Banquet at 
6:30 tonight at Days Inn, Route 
13 West. For details, contact 
the Scl::KI1 of Journalism at 
536-3361. 
WAYNE ARDEN, vice 
president of Nielsen Marketing 
Research Company, will speak 
at the American Marketing 
Association meeting at 7 
tonight in Lawson 221. 
ROTOR & WING Association 
of Amerka meets at 7 tonight 
in the Student Center, Illinois 
Room. For details, call 457-
5847. 
SAILING CLUB m·'!ets at 9 
tonight in the Student Center. 
Free dry land sailing lessons 
at will be given at8:30. See the 
Student Center events 
schedule for meeting location. 
BLACK FIRE Dancers 
talent sbow at 6 tonight in 
Student Center, Ballroom D. 
Prizes will be g,ven. For 
details, call Robin at 549-0609. 
ORGANIC JOURNAL Club 
meets a 4 today in Neckers 218. 
STUDENTS FOR the Arts 
will hold a general meeting at 
noon today in the Allyn 
Building, first floor. All 
students interested in the arts 
are invited to attend. 
PLANT & SOIL Science Club 
meets at 5 today in Agriculture 
209. 
BLACK GRADUATE 
iy'''''''' ,'. For Springfe.t Weekend ~.~. 1,0. fiEif5"~ 
Your friends have been to Mother's, The Snuggery and Hay· 
makers. Where afe you going to take them down her.that'. 
much different? 
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A place they will always remember 
FRED'S is not just unique to Southern Illinois 
. It's just plain old unique 
Thl. Saturday: Old a7 with Wayne Higdon on flddl. 
To reserve a table _II 549-8221 
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Student Association will hold 
its second Professional 
Development Conference from 
8: 30 a.~. to 5 p.m. today and 
Friday in the Student Center, 
Kaskaskia and Missouri rooms 
and the Video Lounge, fourth 
floor. The event is free. 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Radio Information Service for 
the blind and disabled is 
looking for donations of 
~assette or reel-to-reel tape 
decks or other broadcast 
E'quipment. Donations are tax 
deductable. For details, call 
549-5604. 
Graduation 
SpeCial 
Hewlett-Packard 
lowers tile price of 
raising your 
standards. 
\ 
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Sat. 10·Mid. 
AII-You-Can-Eat Ribs &... Chicken 58.95 
Sea Breezes • Cape Codders $ I 2 
Bloody Mariners • 5 
Denaka Vodka $ 1.75 
Oysters On the Half Shell 20C 
Shrimp (Peel &... Eat) 20C 
TROOP 
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rv1arsalis 
to conduct 
jazz clinic 
Trumpet virtuoso Wynton 
Marsa lis will conduct a free 
jazz: clinic for students in the 
School of Music at 1 p.m. today 
in Altgeld Hall, Room 114. 
"We would have let 
everybody know about this 
sooner, but we just got it nailed 
down (Wednesday)," Bob 
Allison, head of the school's 
jazz: department, said. 
Allison said he didn't know 
whether Marsalis would ap-
pear alone or with his jazz: 
quintet, but he said all 
students and the general 
public may attend thP. rap 
session. 
The climc is being sponsored 
by the School of ~'Jsic and the 
Student Pr.JI!:-amming 
Council. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!! 
NEED STORAGE SPACE? 
SPC Consorts, which is 
bringing Marsalis and his }&~~ 
quintet to Carbondale for a 
coocertat8~tinSruy~ 
Auditorium, is now accepting 
Visa-Mastercard ticket orders 
via phone, acco~ t<> Glen 
phillips, Consorts director. 
<jil';a 
U·S'·fORB Mini-Warehouse 
l 1 0 Minutes From Carbondale 1/2 Mile N. of Rt.13 on Rt.148 • Herrin. 942-3332 
SPC Consorts Presents an ~vening of Jazz witli 
Wynton Marsalis 
TONIGHT 
8:00pm at SfiryocK-.9hufitarium 
Tickets StiD Available: 
2nd Fl. Student Center. Central Ticket Office 
$12.50 STU Students wi J.'D. 
$14.50 (jeneralPu6Gc 
, 
'" 
All Seats Reserved 
No Cameras or Recording Devices 
\ 
' .. 
For More Infonnation Call SPC at 536-3393 
I 
..... 
Due to the special nature of this event, there ~"H be no student rush seats. 
Special thanks tv the SIU School of Music 
Pages, Dailv Egyt:::i,.n, April 20. 1989 
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t:2lxtott:k ~:;~. J::" s.:;: 
4·26·89 32J2~143 
10150 fURN" 2 BDRM, Ircr, lull 
~~~d:l1:'t,w~tooI080 dC~! 
S~'5485 eve. 529-.5211 days 
1(i~rl2X55, PAYoRlt!;r~~ 
() 
t-K>NDA CIIll 00f 1401J>, S2:NO 
OW. Rh, It. eng., ,leei ~'ee ... eSt 
Vonce & Hi~; Speclrum lodar 
deIecIo; $100 OSO, 457,7180. 
""'., a/c, .549'0.598 evening>. 
5·10-89 3200Ag 153 
1975 12X60, 2 8DRM, a/c, wId. 
furn. w/oppH.:Jn(tt~, new pooint, 
I<k&rting. ~n$ulalion. roof ~&Oled. 
, kitchen and bath Iii." Mu,t ... 11 
I 00fW, SJ250080, .457-4604 
: ~6·69 3306.'.9143 A·27.a9 _ 3233Acl4.4 
1"77, 12X65 VIllA Pork~ good 
c"odilian, poritollv furni,f."', wid 
~8r ",JOO aBo. g~~31:::17';1 
COAlE 1974 12)(60 2 bdrm MH. 
furnilohed. dryer. Iof more. Near 
SIc). Ma.in9, mu.1 •• iI, $2950. 
~s;.:i27 ""n D< me''m3AgI48 
::;~~a~~~ ~: al"~",~dI 
in 9QOd cand. Coli 457·7151, 
5.49-0895 ony time. 
'·28·89 3392Ao145 
COALE, l2X65, : BD~M, oc, 
dr),-er, bed~. couch, cenlroi heal. 
r.'lW go:s. furnace, more. Mo ... ed. 
musJ seU. $2950. 457-6327 evn or 
~~ 3357Agl'S 
12)(60, ClOSE .0 ca~" ;.et'~ 
air, remoridedl, appliance., pardy 
fu,.,., $5200. 549·2286. 
5·"·89 ~l 
10X50 1961 MOBILE HOME 
52500. Roxanne Mobile Home i 
Par •. 457·7324. ' 
4-20·89 3.0BAg143 I 
IJ[;:·i:;·~~~~.::~,~~~~:'·:'::;':"'j;11 
3/4 ACRE LOT, city waler. go" I 
locoled between C'dole and 
~~;,;,,;~w.-I ~ 1·89 2341Ah147 
~::,::~'::::=~I' 
colleclions. A IIook Collector'. 
~",~~.5 Colmar, St. ~i .. I 
~~~il 
SOUND CORE'S BIGGEST ."Ie 
n::;,;r~e~ !I~, ~~ 
-=-W1l1be~lhodeals.1DoIc 
lor our display oa with coupon 
Apn1 14, or io" come in and make 
)'OWOWlI deill. Sound Core 122 S .. ~r:s~~~~'~!r1.~ i 
5·2-89 21!46k1 (7 
GUITAR. BASS, ltW Theory! 
'-on.. Rich 549-6140 Of Golden 
Freb.-457·8321. 
CfiSH 
We 8uyMost 
TVs-VCI!.s-STU"OS 
any cond":1on 
C<llor TV R~ntilIs 
2.5 month 
TV-VCI!.- Stereo R.,p.atr 
A-1 TV 715 S. III. "VIZ 
529-4717 
I •.• ,·.·.·.· .. :.', •.•.. '.·.'.· .• '. S~rtl~gGoOtis· . ' .• ~. :, _. '·····::~::·::z·~;. '".... 1 
USED KAYAKS 3-$250 ec. 1 $"00 
~: ;:'l~~9~~n90>ai!able Call 
4·20·87 2539Ag139 
!;;oF~i A~R~57 %8~orpeled 
5·1\·89 2468ilo154 
L"RGE 3 BDRM apl>, fum., oc, 
mU:i.1 be neal and dean, no peb, 
457·7782. 
5·10·89 384680153 
C:JALE FURN APTS; One blOck 
from C~U~. A' 410 W. ftee<nan. 
3 Wrm $.4.75 per mo., 2 bdrm 
!T~ rb~.;' rL:.I~~ ':~9";' 
Poplar $750 per mo. Coil 687· 
4577. 
5·10·89 277080 153 
WHY ROOM WITH 4 or 5 
roommates when you can r€Ol the 
whole Iroilor for S 125 10 $200 Del" 
me Pel> 0 .•. Call 529'''444 for 
dela;!. 
f~R~~ BED~OOM l:t.°~~hi~ 
:r!~~~, ~~I~~~~~. lu~ilS~~ 
AvaiL Foil '89. 457 ; 6~~, 687· 
4949 
5·10-89 290180153 
i.,!~~~ ~~:ET ~~:t}i;3=: plu. 5OCurily. Crane; 5 pm, ~37 
3978 
.·21·89 7967Bcl.0 
SUMMER ONLY 
Efficiencies & 3 Bam Apts 
THEOUADS 
12071.W.U 
C4.'e 
457-4123 
Show Apt. 1-Spm 
M~W-F 
Imperial Mecca 
N.:>wLeaslng 
for 
Summer &. Fall 
-Housing for the 
.~rlous Student" 
Furnished. 
one bedroom 
a:id effldendes 
IndudclS: 
Carpet &. Air 
Laundry fadIities 
Water. Trash &. Sewer 
Dean &. QI'!et 
No pets 
Shown by 
Rppointm~nt 
only 
549-6610 
iUxp~~or;ur~ :r~~:~~C!~~ 1~ 
,uder.:. only. Nu pel •. 68"4145. 
;·1G-B9 2505Bo15~ 
:!~:;1:~ ?~nJ~L~r:'~'fur~'::: 
~b"J~ Col! 684 414Si50~BoI53 
DISCOUNT HOUSING, 1 and ;; 
~2-'J.~cJ'I:.a~r:~' 2 mi. W 
5·10·89 2503Bc 153 
DUNtl APARTMENTS EFFICIENCY 
;e~:.,2 ~;tb~k~:;:lll~~~~~r: 
Convenienl 10 ~ng .3nd loChoo! 
2505 Lew" tN., 457·2403. 
5·10·f9 281380 153 
SP,\COUS UNFURNiSHm ; bd"". 
all el~tr'c, air conditioner, quip.! 
orAO. 457·5276 
4- 24-89 25931\0 141 
ONE OR TWO bedroom iurn. or 
unfurn. apI., carpe, air, e.xceUenl 
",I ... 457·~608 or 457-6956 
!:.-"'·89 2862BoI4;! 
2 .• ':>RMS. NiCE, quie. oreo, air, 
uNurn., no pall-, avail. now, Leo:r.e. 
457'40000; 4.9·8621. 
4·28·89 ?829BoI.5 
FURNiSHED tFFIClENcY WITHIUII 
kiJcf-,. Summer rot. $95 mo. 52" 
2241. 
4·28·89 2834801.5 
Office At: 
501 E. College 
I.arg.: 1 Bedroom! 
Efficiency Apartments 
& Mobile H0IDr5 
Clean, 
well maintained, 
furnished 
apartments. 
457~42Z 
LARGE -2 BDk.v. quiet cree "ear 
Carbondale Clinic, !tuLleo:!o~ new 
~"!4~~ I ~~~. $360 up 549 ·612~ 
4·;;5·~9 3220Bo 1.~ 
COZY ONE BEDROOM on For.~ 
KSI. $235 i..dud .. all ulilili ... No 
Pel. CoU 549·4686. 
!:.:~·£:.27.:>!8C!...9 ___ -"-'3727110 14. 
C·.· ••. ·.H·~.~'~.~.~··· 
~ J~lh~~~;;r~: ~~~~I f~:~.I. 
good locatio" reduced !oummer 
rent. Avail. ~mmer only or for 1 
yeo'. 457·0163. 
4-20 39 3277Bb ~ 39 
t ;~~~~R~~~J~I:= ~5' 
2003. 
.·?1·89 3374Sbl40 
CARBONDALE ENGlAND 
~~~~. "lS71'l33i;il;} l1.'57: 
8220 
6·1689 3378Bbl57 
GREAT LOCATION. 4 80, 2 bOih, 
behind Rec Cener, $ABO wmrnel, 
Fa~ $580, no pel" 549·1497 ail", 
1 pm. 
5-10·89 3.278b' 53 
LUXURY 2 8DRM lurniJ\ed hOuse 
!lBOr campu5.. WaH to wall carpel ~o~;:;'j~:J::d~~: ~~: 
call 684·~ 145. 
5·10·89 3433ab153 
2·. BEDROOM HOUSES, 
$~':;i;II/~~'$~20/=~ 
Cali 457'4030 "her:l pm . 
• ·16·89 27348bl~' 
INCRF~IBt£ • SDRM near thO Roc 
2~~~~aJ I~rr'; ~~~hin!linror; 
huge .lichen WIn, private r.nc~ 
d8c\, oIudy room, gOod me bdrm., 
~::::oaab'~~~i~:?uf!;u~2~~ 
Willow, $640. Chri" ~57.a194 ar 
529·2013.5"9·3973 Norm. 
5·2·89 29498b147 
~UG(. WALK TO compu" extro 
:d's 'bdn':.t: =.'t~_~~84, 
5'4·89 2962&.149 
5 Bi)RM fURNISHEO ~.""",­
campu!., I yr. iec.s.e ond securily 
depo~il r~uired, avaiL May 20, 
1Y89. CoO .57·4767 
4·20·89 2899Bb139 
N.W. C'DALE; 2 bedroom>, 
unfurnl5hed. O~"'Pliunces only, 9010 
heol, no pelS. COII-457·7598. 
.. 718~ 29658b 140 
BEAUTIfUL 3 BDRM he.,,", 1 1/: 
bolh, alloched garage, wid 
hookup, 215 Hons.emon. avail 
Mg. 16. call 549·8238. 
!~O, FURN, I BDik?e~1i 
bd,m apI .• neo.-Iy rena.ooted, 1 or .~ 
~f'6s~ 684·3842 bcI';~1r1 40 
HOUSES FOR FAU, 3 iXlrm, ce, 
w/d, quiet" clos.e, ~i~, $390 5'i 6~"! >ub. 0'0; .} 4~io~?P 3 
AVAil JUNE 1, 3 bdrm flOu .. 10' 
Ie"",. 515 W. Rigdon. 1<39-3737 0' 529·3798. 
I 4·20·89 ~082BbI39 
, AU OF OU. flOu ... ha .. been 
~: :'l:.!~~~ri~ 
mob;!e home~ left _ ~ee our ad 
unO.. mol', hc.me_ call 457-7352 
or 529-:'77i' 
S·9·89 178ilb152 
COALE 4 BDRM hou ... , $450 0 
month, 1 r- Iao.e, 684·3785 0; 
457·5923. 
4·21·!!" 3245f>L;45 
5 8DRM HOUSE 1 mile Jo Roc 
C~ter min ... tru. IQ I~ mall. CoU 
549·8294. 
4· 25-89 315m 142 
AP~JI. VACANCIES A~AJlABLE 
~II' ~= ~:;;OS::~J§sO_e<ll· 
•. 20.~ 32718b139 
LARGE • BDRM., very nice, partly 
I :r.;~ ='%;=~~'It. .. , 
i~4_-~_-_89~~~=3~V_6_Bb_13_9~ 
I, J!VM~ 
To_r-f .. 
I 
•. 4 ...... SplIt 1cwIll,4ML E..t 
hom Park""w..n. Ud1Itteo 
I
, Included. Z p<r><>n& neal> Z """d 
SI40 ........... $11OlaL 
l-ZSnOW_U.3bdrm.. 
_~_""!'"'~~--:::--:~ f1replac.e.~&._Induded. I 
person need. 4 more. S 12S i summer. Sl65 101. I ~s. ___ Zbdnn.nI5. 
\ 
4.118Z1W .... 5bdnn._ 
&.dry«.oII_Induded. • .-to 
U~ Moll. would rent an pc< 
penon _, S145..........; SI75 
",". 
'1 5. 1176 1 W..-. 5bc1rm,.u-Iy 
U!';';;:'';;;';';'';':';';':';';'' __ '''&' \ hav"2 ........... .-.. fl40 
.......... SllO ..... _1rdt.IcIeol 
lOR Rt-NT 519-3511 
Carbonda\e \ 
A Different tyle of Ife ••• 
COUDhy Ciub Circle 
&. 
Sugar Tree Apartments 
~ • Pool 
~..;.JL~.... : ~o:~:::'" Space 
• Flexible Lease Arrang~ments 
Located Just behind the Mall at t 195 £ Walna:._ 
Sugar Tree is for singles .. or for close friends Visit our one 
bedroom apartments. They re less than 5240.00 
monthly and water is free. Country Club 
is for threesomes. Our ~rices are le:.s 
than 5180.00 per persJn. '1nd our Pool 
is delicious in the spring ilnd summer 
Call me, Carol, Monday through Saturday 
529-451 t OR 529-461 1 
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I AND 2 SDRM house. and 
dUp'l."'!xe~. Beginning now, wmm&r. 
and IoU, p<!h ok. 457-4608, 457-
6956. 
4-21-89 2687Bb1A0 
SPACIOU~ Ali BRICK lum. 3 Of" 5 
bdrm. A!I electric, air com:lilion .. ,
r.~~_~9ea. 457-5276. 259ABbI.ol1 
3 SORM UNFURN. h",_, 915 V •. 
Sycamore, avail. AuS' 15 1 yr. I... I ~435 mo., quiet area, big )"Jrd, I ~"ag9 no pel •. 5-093i~~Bb 153 
3 BDRM HOUSE. Summer $330, 
~~!~3;'1'1;" 10 SIU and IUinois I 
5·10·89 1703Bbl53 
C'DAlf SOUTH, NEW home. 3 
Wrms, 1 and 2 baah •• 549-2291-
5-2·89 32268b147 ~~w}fO:-" ~~' J?: !.t 
$.0150 a mo. forqlpl., .0157-6'93. 
510·89 3369SbI53 
HARRElS RENTALS. QUALTlY 
home. lor sludenls. 3-.4 bdrms. 
Avail Aug. 89.CaII457-65:l8. 
5.2.89 334681>10 
3 BDRM CLOSE 10 campu., 
I:riially fum., 9 mo. lea .... ""ail. 
4~':J~ RentaIs_ ~~~bI42 
SUMMER SUBLET-2 b<!nn 100,,.,, 
~vi~' .I':et4SJ~3~~txl~~i' 
<1 2( 5; 33998b143 
~uplex. Ffonl dad, baclty.!, quiet, M'BORQ 3 8ORM. remodeled, wId 2 BDRM HOUSE. Carlervill. I 
c",se 10 country, $2~. 529-1539. room, low uti~ti .... !>8.01-5778. 
5-10-89 170&153 4-24-89 J017Bbl41 
fALl., TOP COAlE be,,'ion. fum, I ClfAN 3 WRM HOUSE. Ceilins ~ead'''ic dame Ie. "'-0. No pe:.. t:;T~;t;"'''.;;r~ ~~~~~: 5~i6~:·4I.o15. 2S088bI53 I 1218, 54~-J930. 
DISCOUNT HOUSING 2, ~ I 5-10·8~9,..,.,,=...--,J!.!CI03~Bbu.I53Q! ~.~ ~~1lOUCalj~4f:'S' 2 IW. ~r~~rt~~Ei./pJ;~~' 
S-10.8\' 25078b
'
53 I Str.rt.May.529-12;tI,5-0(3930. 
fA!.!., TOP COAlE iO<:Dlio<U. 2,3, I 5-10-89 J~(\2BbI53 
.01, ~, and 6 bdrm fum. hou ..... No NICE 2 BDRM hou.e AC 
pels.CaU684-4I.o15. ~~~nt.;.·SI::'''''' c.~r'~ 
5·10-89 2509ilb153 bdrm <6 .. I<> "'''1''''. ~ 1/2 S_ ~:;:C>J~e~~.~bd.':rl~::' I James 529-1218,549-3930. 
hour.es,OOpel$.Cail68.ol·4145. i ei%~Ei'OSHdel~:':;~~ i+'&LSi.JLJ~E I, _u-~253'~tsbnnl,5~. I ch C I 2 5 ,,~o I • ..,. 'J I :""..;u.dl:' - c."', I ~ge.:...~ bath., bride novse witIi ~ ana rors.~ E _M r_-, 
"",rl a~ no pels. 2 ml. W. of ~~.J~oga~:~h8~~n.L~:~~:'~i~ ~:1t89C 0844145'2506l\b153 i laoodrr. roam, 2 beths, d!~ 
FURNISHfD I-OUSES FOR renl, 31 ~~2'6~c2ged3daa51. run, ovoll 
bdrm and .. Ldrm, no pels, m,,51, '·--r 51!} 
.ign lease, ",curity depo.il j 510-89 3229BbI53 ~5l/.~v ~.oiloble Aug. 16. Cdl ~~, N~~"I Apfu:"u~~~~ h;~:d, 1'6 
~r~:89SIU 1 bl_c[:e~~d:!.1 ~,kbr~I:c't:n 
furnished house, 600 5 cor 9Oroge, wId, local.", '. 'Iwy 51. ':ft~1Ion. 457-6J9Jia59Sb153! less thon a mjle frofT. cr mpus. 
BRAND NEW S~ACIOUS~ I =1.O;':;!~lle\7.dt:t.~;-'l"'; 
lownhome ~n Pork Slreel'l oppoinlmonl: 619-466-8940 (9-S 
Cothedio/ ceitng wilh coiling fan, pm) A.lc for Denni, Du~n .. <ali 
privoleJ;ali", all app'iance., ~!286:ti"92JJ'" 6i8-~Jff~i43 
:;:frI,1e Z,eoigus/"'Chr.>lrvdn·s, :'57- W90• 4 BDi<M 2 IW"H b;g = fonl 0,529-2013. "0 4 proch, ~rden, w)d, 30.01 E'~~, 
5-3-89 295A8bl48 S540mo.I-985-2567. I 
NEAR THE REC Cenl.r, 3 bdrm, i~~l8i'NE 1,4 Sci"" ~~\~ I ~j~n7.h~c~~ f~, r~5' t=;', ~TdB~2268m3i .. Sou1h 01 SRi. I 
Avoibfe Augu"_ Chris 457-8194 or 
529-2013.549-3973 Nann. I 4-26-89 32068b143 I 
5-2·89 29508b1~7 4 WRM: ~ti.''::i .. T, pc;;a; iii· )/d, 
HUGE 2 BDRM beOmeJ ceilins in 9 mo. or big discount will, years I 
living and formal dining ,com. ~iS.=i;"'~5.t!~t3r.9' I. :, ~:kl rnd~~ ~r.:n~e~ll:t. 6-15-89 JmBbl5(> 
avai'able Augusl $375 ch' 3 BD~M, NEAR REt Center, bfg 457~8194 or 529-201i 5~~: I ~~':~~fr~~J:o:Ji \ ;~r_~~bm. 29A8Sb147 wId hookup, niaoyd. 549-4935. 
t..!~ ~R~:.~~.~ nb~, lilt{ NM <!la:!:~~ 
noon.. Quiet orea. C\os.e 1o '~~o·..lghC)u', hip k,'chen onCI 
campu., $.100/ mo. 1211 W IMngrootn, o/c, ",7d hook-vp. A"'~, 
393(."",."5~"2f8M Rania!.. 549- ::~4~;5. May 15_ $600 per mo. { 
5-10.89 29078b153 6-15-89 3324Bbl56 
: BDRM 2 BATH S on 1 acrE, SIMll. 2 8ORM, quiet sw lOCalion 
d b '1 bJ nice orchilodure, polio, colhedrol 
:::;'16: '$;0 .;r,n~,':k" 54<;,0 0811,,1" perfod for couple. AYOii. 
1315. ~:49~5~ /Joy IS. S325 per mo. 
~1'G~9 ONE BEDRo&U~~:~ 6-15-89 3322Bbl56 
ovaild:tle >ummer and fall, $760 ~:;~io~~,~ ~ \ 
:r S~~~;}~~ R:driIyCd~~~ 451-4703,549.Q523 pm. 
5566 aher- 5 pm. 4-24-89 321 38b141 
4-21-89 299480140 GOING fAST NICE 1. 2, 3 barm 
607 W. PECAN. '2 grm hOu~, t:.tby ~u~: o:.TI: aofli~Q~ iln:.::tla~~. ~_~ri~::_ locations and prices. 529-3581 or I 
DEEP IlISCOlA'U FOR Sulllln«, 2 
~1oo: ~":th' J::f. j,~rk~ar;;: 
1539. 
17028c153 
SUMMER AND FALL 230 
Hanseman SIU I mile. 2 bdrm, 
quiel park. Summer rat ... 549· 
8238. 
5-10·89 3025Bc153 
WHY ROOM WITH ~ or 5 
~i:":::;' 1:Sh5 :"$~ Ihe 
mo. Pels o.k. caU 529-.4444 t:. 
detail.. 
5-1-89 28388<146 
RENT NOW WHllf ~' sliD"""" a 
go<!<! choice_ 10-12-),( h. wide, 2 
and J 1xInn. Price. start at $125. 
Coli 529-4444. 
5-1·99 28398<146 
SUPfR NICE SINGlf or dOuble 
oc<uponcy, Io~aled I mile from 
S!U. Nat .,rol 90S furnished, gir 
~~~~I!~:I~ 9 IU~:i~h.d~r~~n!o 
:~:= ':'i~ ~;~':Ji:nl'::::;tJr! 
fail a...d Winler. CcJI '~oois Mcbioo 
Hoene RentaI., 833·5475_ 
5-2-89 30518<147 
NEWlY REMODELED 2 SDRM, 
$175 mo. $1 25 •• curily dop . 
sprins WII11. Carico Traileo- Court, 
1106 N. Cori",_ 457,4422. 
5-4-89 30798< l.oI9 I 
~~',ET/~;';'::' ;: ~=. i 
~7'j~ ~'5$,:o per month. ! 
.4-28-89 29348<1':5 
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETIlNG, 21 
bdrm, lum, ideal lor a>I'Ples and 
~rad. stud. Nt-. ,.as. 549-4808_ 
l:i~~ scm: n:2rl=m!t~ 
mi. E..,f cdaIe_ $150 Il10_, $100 ~~~a9". :all 549-0153 or 4:;7· I 
4-27-89 ~ I 
NICE 2 BDRM, h!K~, 
gle, ""lual size bdrm, cable TV, 
quiet, lOb 01 trees, good...ledion : 
around $ i.olO per bdiin. 2 biles !rom i 
-:::~~~; ~5 E. POok. s/.:.wirog M-f 1:30- ; 
~:dr-I3U. 32568<154 I 
CARTERVillE, 2 BORM. cent",,1 air, I 
appliances furr.~,hed. no pelS. 
':.2a.8~'75 mo. 985-2J~i8<l45 I 
EXTRA Nlc[ 1 ana 2 bdl"m., 121 
and I ~ ",ide., carpeted, fu';t air, 
:,~~.:o~. SU~ 1c.II, 
5-10-89 3339&1531 RENT fUP.N. 2 BDRM, m~, 
underrnned'" very dean, quia. 
::( ":"~9~O:J:" no pels, 
~i§08~ii TIP OUT ~~~~ . 1~57r ~53in9~ .Iudenl, $1000. Coli '\ 
.2_ ...... ~ ):<-"'..!l,. 
~'iJ,i~\&lIiMm<:l)ii!i!!;!~ ~s~ :-V;1i 5~.ts~~. lea .. , 1001 E. Part. ..oalU HQII£S .
5·/0-89 30481ld53 1 • ,,=:,;,:;;.. I ..... ___ 529-.... 1,;.;3;,;2_4 __ _ 
29 YEARS IN Mabile Home and 
m~J;rwlli:: 
LARGE J BDRM, :> balho near the 
Reo Cener. 529-4444. 
5-10-89 33558<153 
4 MI. W_, REMODflfD 1·3 bdl"m, 
~,~5-~:~:;;r,lrash, 
;>-10-89 34308cl~ 
1 AND 2 8ORMS. Speciob on nice 
t!:; ~~;44~'" "UI pork. 
2;ll' 3~07BsJ48 
~:::~~<~'.i;~"{-:';':'':?~::~":;'_'" ::;." ~ H7.~ :.:~'x::;-.,*"?,::~~::: 
\1 Townhomes i· 
1X:.~;;...:x:.»:;'iX . ····~····-;»;·-·m~.)yH~;;.;.,;;; 
---- --. Uni~rsity Heights ~===EJl)=;:;;EiI""lIiiinn~1 
roobile home estates ~ ••• ~ 
Now Renting For Summer & fQII 
1,2 ,. 3 Bedrooms Near Campus 
Nice Rmtais Starting at 5150 .... p/mos. 
includes: . 
• C.,levi~ou • Air Conditioning 
• P._od S_ .f!UJ1lsbodllinfuml.l1od 
• uundrom,at Servic:es • Offici' 4r: full ~.unce on premi$e 
• Quiet" Ct .... En_I • Sony No Pels 
Off East Pad< SL on Warren Rd 457-5266 
Malibu Village 
Now Renting 
for Summer &.. faD 
Large Townhouse Apts .• 
now offering summer discounts. 
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes 
12 & 14 wide, with 2 & 3 bedrooms. 
locked mailboxes. next to laundromat. 
9 or 12 month lease. Cable Available. 
Call: 
Debbie 
529-4301 
fint, then compare. No 
cppoi n.menl necti~ary. Reducad 
Su_ raIes! Sorry, no P.Ob- Quiet 
almosphere_ 2 and 3 bedroom 
home.: G~sson Mobile Home Porit .. 
clo ..... par~ to campu. in Iown. 
616 E. Pad; St. Roxanne Mobile 
Home Pa.lc.-Ja .. to CUR1pUO, RI. 51 
5.549-4713_ 
More For Your Rent Dollar 
5-10-89 26538<I5:l 
CarbOndale Mobile Homos 
Lots Available 
• . CABlEVISION 
Starting at $155 a n,onth 
Starting at $75 a month 
4-21-89 301ABeI,f0 529-1820_ I ~f!~ii; ~~~~~~'Ilfi::~; 
r9c:~~:a~~"r'eP~rfae<lce foranda;teer' 1-2 BDRM fURNlSHED# Ge, dow 10 I 10 campus, cleon, quiet, will 
• lAUNDROMAT 
• FREE LAWN SERVICE 
• LOCKED POST 
OFACEBOXES 
• FREE CIlY, WATER" SEWAGE 
r--:::~?=-=~~I\. • FREE TRASH PICK-UP 
L..:...:.;r.:==:::..:::;;:-.! • INDOOR POOL 
Fr ....... toSIU 
r. I oil." 'I I ~~~~,Qinm' I~·io. 1529su~IJ2ger,r~~_, I 
e.xlrol. Summer dlscounl. utilities campus, 9 mo. tea~ a.'Oi. Pau : ---. ru ished -.oN ~~'i~w/rar'I.529'2~~3~140 I ~~\.entaI •. .457·~U!lc142 i ~~89 30068c153 
North Highw'lySl 
.549-3000' ****'****~. **Z****'ii******** Ij ~ FOR RBNrl'-Close to Campus iC 
~ QNP RWRQQM two RPJ s';."., ~ ~ iC I r ..... "W'-='""'= .... w="""':~!r.""~~"==~tf!!It"":"iIIIIIIIF-==-tI ... ==~I"==J 
~ .pal; I • • 11:! ,a 1I145.IIewerldge'l. a201II.lIIaLaut'2 5OOE.CoIIege iC iC 50;0 111. BaIrd 12 •• 1 .wa O!eny ct. 305 Cn:5Q\cw ~! Luxurv ~ 602 A. Carko 602 ft. Carlc:o 306 111. 0Jeny 11035. Hay. ~ -..T 
~ ... :5 14.'. Elm '4 70< IJ' Q "'! 405111. Cbcny 511 5. Hay. iC I L 2,3 Bedroom 
TOwnhouses iC ~~:~~::= :::.=:11 ::!.an!.... ~::= iC UXUIJ' iC ~n :: :~~:::::: !!! ~:::a ~!~95.1II~""'''''' iC I Luxury iC 1107 1/2111. MaIn(trnt) 402 1/2 E. H__ .wa 1/2 E. _tel" 400 111. 0aII: '1." ~ I iC 703 5. illinois , 102, 406 1/2 E. Hes_ 5155. LogaD 505 111. Oek ~ ~ 4~!':.:.S)'cam..... ::~~:!;'teI" ::!::::::: ::::=.:~ iC ~ (east. west) 5155.Logan 4001II.0aII:'1.'2 5055.Beveridge iC I i=: 406 Ii. UnIv_t}'l,t\ 6145. Logan 505111.0aII: 11145. Beveridge ~ ~ ~~ S071/2111,MaIn{bll:) TDwer.(JIdJU..lI~ ~ ~ i ~ JWo BlID80QM 400 111. Oak 11:; 11145._9"' 409 5. Beveridge iC I 
~ "11111' Q. , QI 414111. Sy<,_on '1. '2,'3 500 E. College ~ I 
~ 703 So DUDDIa '202. (_t. west) ~ 3011 er...tri.,. ~ 
~ '203 'OilPillil '1" I 4093.lM:verid~ 6125.Logaa ~ 
~ 301 1'1. Springer 'I, 820 1II.1IIa1nul'2 505 5. Beveridge M7 111. MaiD ~ I 
~ n. n, ,1;, ~ 1I065.Beveridge 1I141'1.oaIdaad iC:: 
-tl :~! !:~h ~ II .... " !!!9111~;,:camore !!! ~. ~~ge 12!!, ~ iC i 
~ 20.1 Hospital" 501 W. Oak 807111. College 507 1II.1'Ia... ~ \ 
;. 210 Hospital U ;. 
iC 1>-' Available .[\7.. iC Available for Fall &.. Summer 1989 
iC L...J Fall Be ~~~r:.eJi 989 10 iC \ 529-1082 
************************* ! JI-=""=='4i:= ........ ~~==M;;; ......... ~""""""'--=~~~ 
• W.uher &. Dtyer 
• Central AIr &. Heat 
'~ 
• M1C1Owa~ :::1: 
• Dlsbw.uher'·~ :;! I • 
I.o(;.ved M: 
309 W. College . 407 lV. College 
409 W. College 50 I W. College 
503 W. College 400 lV. College 
§ 145, Ash sal S. Bevera,g-e 
509 S. BeveJ"age 5185, Beverage 
515 S. Beverage . 5195. Rawlinss 
509 S. Rawlings 
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NICE TWO 801M unlur •• oir'l 
~/~1~~":'=:'57~W.oIlicienl, 
5 1O~9 26~"1le1 '>31 
COUNTRY. 1 SDRM. corpel, 
apr.lianc .... clean. carport. hunling 
~~}~ng. 684.3413'310980141 I 
2 60RM APT. furni.hed. air I 
condllioned. hardwood floo". do .. 
to campu., $.425. 1211 W. 
Schwarti. 529·1218, 549·3930. I 
~. ~~~~ DuPLEX. 1 ~A~51': ~5.3c I 
Cenler. Minu .... 10 Ihe maU. Coil I 
549·829.4. 
4·25·89 3150801.42 
C'DA!..E NICE 2 BDRM.~., wTcl 
hool·up, palio, 210 Emerald. 
Avoil. May, $325 "". 529·3816 
after-5. 
4·26-89 330980143 
2 8DRM FURt~ISHEO, 603B 
;~~52AYoil. wmma- ooly. call 
4·2j~9 3211801tl 
CO:JNTRY SETllt-IG 2 bdrm, pi •. 
P!'1io. carpo.r1{ ce, appI., laundry, 
please no p""', aher 6, 687'4562. 
8·\·89 3361 Bel 82 
louke ne::::,"om at 
J O()4 Carico -Sharp 
carprUng, cabinets, the 
work, $1~:; per person 
-Healed garage in this 2 
Bedruom at 306 O"kl;1"!;j 
Sr,ms June, & f 75 per 
person 
-South West 3 Bedrooms 
(or family only. $575 
monthly starting August 
15. __ Must see. 
-Central Air, Dupiex 
se .. urity in this DeSoto 
bedroom $185 monthly. 
Starts June or August. 
"Come see the newest addition to our family. 
These well designed residences offer all the 
ammenities you'd expect . . . washer. dryer, 
central air. and .;)ore. Choice locations are still 
aViJllable. Come visit us Monday thru Saturday .• 
The Convenience • •• 
The Location • •• 
The PrIce • •• 
TheComIod ••• 
Aura WoodruH 
Resident M~c£ 
~. 
---:..- -----I 
Campus SqUMe ••• All New Z Bedrooms 
Across fiom Meadow Ridge at Wall &. Campus 
~-~"!til4'W"'ilft' ~~!J~-
Trai15WNt ••• 
C~.iI'forGr~ ••• 
Quiet 2 Bedroom. behind Carbond.le 
Clinic. Offer new c.a.rpeting. 
lighJed parking. securily and economy. 
Only $350.00 manlhly. 
Hickcxy Glade in OOSOIO i. worth lhe 
drive. 2 dean bedrooms cost only 
$26S monthly. SWI> June or August. 
One bedroom CCOI1omy jus( behind 
University Man. Uli!;ties paid ... only 
$300 monlhly, st.~. Augusl 15. 
ParkT""""" 
~i r .... thcprof ... inn.>1 
With extra large bedrooms, separale 
kitchens, separate dining rooms. 
You'll have room 10 ~p.and • Porch or 
balcony wilh e.en 'PaM"",1 
& exira storage 01 no additional en.'!:e. 
Behind Carbondale CJ;nic $395.00 
monthly 
Economical ane bedroom opartmcnl> 
just 6 mil .. (rom SIU 
Oe.oIo at $185. 
!'lake Next Term 
Tbe Best Term 
ofYourUfe 
Giant Step Up In 
MOBILE nOME Living 
2 Ik 1J Bedrooms at 910 £. Pad{ Ik 710 E. CoHege 
;Tom $120 per per50D t~ 
Meadow Ridge 
Surprisingly AjJordt,ble 3 Bedroom TQWMoUSes 
wilh washer/dryer" microwave own 
From$J85 monlhly 
oGreal New Localions 
oSlOrage Building 
oLighled ParJdng 
oSund!'cl-
featuring: 
Central Air, Cable T'1.WasherIDryer, Natural Gas EfJicier.cy 
Sales oriented, industrious indh;dual with stro:1;:; 
initiative sought for prestigiC'us 
marketing/p:omotions position with top Fortune 
SOD finn. Student must commit to 20 hours per week 
for the entire 1989-90 school year. 
Exccllent salary and bonuses. Flexible hours. All 
work is on campus. 
Applicants should hav~ experience. strong 
interest in sales, marketin~, promotions, 
I
manabement and/or public speal..i'lg. lntern~hip 
<Tedit possible. 
For more information, contact Carr,pu5 
liliDimensions Recruitment at 800-592-2121 or send I resume and cover letter to CDI, 210 West Wasr.ington Square, 11th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19106. 
NEWS PHOTOGRAPHERS 
(must have an ACT on file) 
Training or experience 
preferred 
Application Deadline: 
Friday, April 284:00pm 
Application form~ are 
available in the managing editors office 
~')()m 1247-H in the D.E. newsroom. 
Meadow Ridge Close 10 C(J/7'.pus 1'1 lL~~~==~=VcI~l/~&~CW~n~p~~D~r=iW======2=-===-==_=~~II~um~'e~O~~~A~~~=a __ ====~l: :L ____ ~I~~~~'~'}.f~;7~~~r~~AF'~jf!l.~l~~'~~:'1.f~;1~ri=~~ 457-3321 457-3321 -rrl 
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It' t&?,4'i'!t!11 
FfMAlf CAT, CA1JCO on So. IL. 
Ave., Iorlo; ... , .hort hair, iUY fod 
~illens. Nome is. Sin~ ('ew'ard) 
549-3165 Of 5.19-3962 . 
.1-21-89 3311G14l 
LOST: lElITHER WAllfT .,Ju OJ I -
~.r=~. ~lla!.%.ti,:nt~ 
3072. .. 
.1-21-89 3335G140 i 
I~-=--Zl] 
.... ""'1 1 
1 ••• '.·'.~·!ri,!.~j:I:"1'" 'i ..... ·· •• i 
SlU ARENA PARKING 101 yard .ale. I 
april 29, 8 om-2 pm. To rEnl a I 
bOolh, call 549-312.1 or 942-7145 
~fa~r' 3180K145 I 
YARD SAlE· 8.6.oY ilem., Plu. bike> I 
& mod .. Iraim'_ 210 S_ Springer, I 
PREGNANT? 
call BIRTHRIGHT 
Free Pregnancy Testing 
ConfiOentialAsSlsranoe 
549-2794 
215W. Main 
~:~~?1.4/22. 3221K140 i 
1,.gw.1mlsMIA","1 i 
lADiES APPIL SPECIAL. 50]5 solin ' 
::~~~ (~~~~~Jn~;i;i~ ra~rhr: 
Show,529-5985 
4·21·89 314.0140 
'R~SH THROUGH THE Yeo,,' A 
Ian dub lor Ian. 01 Ihe nxk trio 
Ru,h i. having ;" second moeIing 
lOOn. PUl'p?50e5 of fuil ciuL ~e to 
d7h."'r.,I;: ~ ~'Ze~ ~~~ 
RUS1 le,ns. Ru~ fans ore inviled. i 
Don., 529-5698 
4·21-89 3.12301.0 , 
~~~~~ ~~~ wsrux,::: I 
r Sal. 7 pm. 51. Andr .... , Epi>copaL I 
I 5-10·89 3379012. I 
; r----------1 ! 
., " 
I, " I' , ,,~ I i' Clip & Save , 
/ls;T9:S:-;";'22,7SI , Datsun Wagon; 80 Yamaha' 
I
, XS400; new water bed, I 
, sofa( chair, and more. Crab' 
I Orchard LK, MOOi!e Hm PIc, 
I #23. , 
1
'4-21-89 3228KK140 I 
,YARD SALE, PLANTS" 
, dothes, misc, Sot Apr. 22,d 
t 8 am-2 pm. Charles Rei. ottl 
.\ N. 51, C'dale.. I 
, 4 21-89 3385KK140, 
I SA1URDAY, APRIL 22, 8, 
, om 1 1 14 Walkup" 
, CaJx.,ndale, IL 763-4462_, 
4-21-89 3337KK140 I C~DALE 245 LEWIS Lanel 
, Fn. 3:30 pm 10 7:30pm'll 
1 %~! ::l4 pm. 90j 
14-21-89 3401KK14ot 
,-_________ J 
''''''''1'' Does he/she really know how ~;:; .;;:; ., impo~t he/she is~ r ,1:' ,;. Why keep hlm/her guessmg ••• .. ' (, / '"" Tell him/her in the DE classilieds 0 '~:< .. ~ .. ~" SECRET~itIES DAY 
'.-=~ April, 1989 
:>te. 
:S«retdrles'nanie - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $5700 i 
I Your message I 
, I 
, 
ifrom I 
'Your n.une I 
:I'hone : 
,Address_ Receipt # ____ , L ___ ____________________  ~ 
Fill out and mail to the Daily Egyptian 
CIassifieds by friday. April 21. 
Make checks payable to the 
Daily Egyptian 
For more details call: 
536-3311 
Messages will appear 
April 26. 1989 
II !:nd him/Iler an extra special not"! to thank him/her 
call the extra spec~ things he/she dU!s every day. 
P;g:~2', Dail~' EgypW:n, APril' 20: 1989 
Kusar 
Happy BIrthday 
to a 
wonderful 
guy! 
I Love You 
Sweetheart 
CInnamon 
~ I 
'-j 
Congratulations I 
WILL 
I on your 
outstanding 
award. 
I forgot ... 
was it 
BEER 
or 
Journalism? 
(Ql .~\S# 
~ ~,:", 
Love, 
Mom 
Congratulations 
WILL! 
I knew 
you could 
do it and 
I'm smiling! 
From the 
BIG GUY! 
Happy 23rd 
Lammo 
Love, 
, The 
T-BIRDS 
Crew 
lothe 
0~ 
Spring 
Associate 
Oass 
We had a 
blast In the 
past. 
Thanks fer 
a great 
exchange. 
Love. the 
ArLl 
Spring 
Pledge 
Class 
Rock, 
ASIg£p 
who's stolen 
my heart 
and made 
my dreams 
come true! 
A TOAST 
r-
ct5J,: 
or ' .... ::: ~·/t }' 
.,A'tI, .• 
II ~~ ,~ .. 
I Love You 
Now and 
Always, 
Squirt 
The "'omen of 
would like 
to wish 
everyone 
a safe 
Springfest! 
Happy 21st 
Birthday 
Kirsten 
Have A Great 
Day 
Love Ya! 
Mom, Dad',;,-.-'-\1! 
& ."iJi-:;': ~ ... it1J'~" 
ATTENTION 
SALUKI FOOTBALL 
FANSI 
Let's show the 
Oppose and 
Abolish 
Football Sports 
(OAFS) 
they are wrong! 
SDPPCRTTHE 
TEAM! 
Come out 
for the 
Maroon & White 
game! 
Saturday. April 22 
1:00pm 
McAndrew Stadium 
FREE Admission 
GO Southern OO! 
·paid fer by 
William Vicars 
......•.•.•••.... (zQ rrli~.s~:; .. :· •••  
..... . ~ . 
Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau 
~·ITITI·( I X :r I I I I r 
Shoe 
CaMn and Hobbes 
Bloom County 
_""-I!~-~m 
. 
. 
17'; 8fOlJJSE YOU!< 
FI?I~NJJS lJON'T 
PlANT YCV 70 MISS 
OUT! I7fjTTIN6 
HOOKEf;J ON 
Q6AReTT85 
FOR JUST 4 Few DOUARS 
A PAy, YOU'lL. HAV/3 A 
GlAMOf?IJIE NEJA/ HABIT 
/J FOfZ£.IF8.' 
By Jeff MacNeHy 
~ ~ 
By Bill Watterson 
By Berke Breathed 
Flowering Tree Sale 
April 20 - May 10 
e(Jtl.I~? & t(1l(~ 
l/fJ.Ii'~~? Oa.t~t 
20B E, Walnut 
Carbondo\e. \L 
another location J mile east of ';uction 51 & 154 
Tamaroa, It 
Hrs, 9am-6pm ph, 496-3148 
* Redbud * Purple leaf Plum 
* Flowering Crab * Dogwood 
* Forsythia * Bradford Pear 
* Rotodendron * Flowering Feach 
* Azalieas * Flowering Almond 
Free tree protector & fertilizer 
By Mike Peters \.. ~ 
-----~ 
I'll n" , '111 
I 
ANNIVERSARY 
!II:::=-~:f;: -.' ~ 
"SALE! 
Juniors' and Misses' 
~= 20% off 
£nJirr REgular PriCl' SInc.* 
Rio'DenImJeans $5 off 
JuniorsEnJin:_ Today's Puzzle n" 1;1" 1:;---
.. " .... ~ Blues' $ 5 off ,--I Tlmo put 
18ompIo 
.-:~ 
-
2I111gw1\, ,,-
"AmI-_ 
-
ac _  
15 CoIW 
IIG_ 
. -....... II WImpo' kin 411_ 
"-" HRH_ 48Sp1f1tec1 47 eon_of 
-
... ~ 
4tGwglo 
5I--('IV) 
64 IIpece 
-
Ii ........ 
fi7 FNII_ 
a"-v_/" 10_-
.,...--
Ie-:: 
i" 
I'" 
I"" 
. 
1:::: 
!" 
,.. 
~ 
~ 
.. 
:::I"" a 
.. II"" 1111 
f'" ... , 1:11.'::1 
as> 1::11'" .. 
I'" • !" 
IC:'I~ 10" 
:.1"ra ai'" 
a" · Ill!" 
a" I"~ ~:I 
n° n" .. , 
n" IU" -r-
u~ ad 
PUlzle ans ..... ers ale on page 14 
EnJirr:St<oci: 
Men's and Young Men's 
:=~: 20% off 
r Enhn:Hegu/drfTiCf'.'iIock 
~::.!r s5 off --
FJlhr.:/lrll"iarl'ri«SIock Glik's 
Panb; 20% off 
Entin: l4."9ulm Priu SlOe!-
Levi',' Prewuh<d 505' J.... Sole '21 
Levi',' Whltewubed Juno 0DIy '29.90 
Sak~ludthn.&Sutw, AJ'II\I:!:I.JI.a.lll~hl., .. GII ... ~ljJ J.ndGllk~t"r(.u\'In.. .. l1<·I.~ 
I 
Bob \AJa!k, Pittsburgh hang on 
to knock off Cardinals, 7-5 
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Veteran 
rigl-Jt-hander Bob WalK 
dLc;covered a sure way to help 
his hitting. 
"I got some at-bats today," 
Walk said after pitching 7 2-3 
strong inning~ WOOnesday and 
delivering a parr of hits to lead 
the Pittsburgh Pirates to a 7-5 
victory over the St. Louis 
Cardir.aJs. "It's kind of tough 
to gE'~ ar,y hits whee you only 
last throo innings." 
Walk, 1-1, scattered six hits 
and delivered an RBI triple in 
the second inning. He also 
singled in the fourth inning, 
advancing Rafael Belliard to 
third, from where he scored on 
a fielder's choicl>. 
Walk, who was making his 
fourth start of the season, 
struck out six and walked four. 
In his last start, a 701i loss to 
Puzzle answers 
P A I 
p . 
Ahead of Tim(~s 
Styling Salon 
perm Sp!lcjql 
Reg. $40,$50,$60 
Sale 
$25,$35,$45 
First liaircut 
li Stylv $7.50 
Hours: 10 - 6 
703 S. Illinois 
549-4142 
Montreal last Friday, he 
earned no decision but lasted 
only 3 2-3 innings and gave up 
six runs on 10 hits. 
"Walk pitched a gOO<! game. 
He flipped some curve balls 
over for strikes," Pittsburgh 
Manager Jim Leyland said. 
Jeff Robinson went 1 1-3 
innings for the save after 
giving up a bases-loaded tripl~ 
in the eighth to pinch hitter 
John Morris that made it 7-5. 
With the Cardinals leading 1-
0, Walk smashed an RBI triple 
off Don Iieinkei, 1-1. in the the 
second. 
-• 
Train For An Exdting Field '\1 
With Excellent Career Potential 
Our CYTOTECHNOlOGY PROGRAM 
Begins In Summer 
Cytotechnology, the mICroscop'c detection of can""r and other dis-
eases, is a chal!enging and growing held, You can become a part 
0' it by entering the Michael Reese Cytotechnology Program. " 12· 
month course that begins in August 
To qualify. you must have a B.S. in Biology Including 20 semeste,· 
ho~'s '" biological sciences, 8 hours of chemi':.lry. and 3 hours of 
mathematics 'f yo:.a wish to be conSidered for th~ program, phone 
or wrote: Ms. I".!mnedy at 
(312) 791·5387, School of 
Cytotechnology. Michael 
Reese Hospital and Med-
ical Certer, Laktl 3ticre 
O,ive at 31st Street, 
Chicago, Il60616. 
Hurley·s .... __ ~_ .. 
Showbar 
Thgr-Sat 9 - Z am 
KENDALL 
MARVEL 
Sundgy 9 - Z am 
"CIMARRON" 
The HOTTEST COIUllry-Rock 
Group This Side o/Taos 
Southern Illinois' 
Ra"dy Travis 8.-
Hank Williams JR. 
ThursdaY 
La Jies ' Night 
2 for 1 Drinks 
ALSO; 
lwlsfg 
Men's Night 
Buy a 5hot and 
get a FREE BEER! 
'T'~ rVEJ\YONE7 [ONlEf\N 
This updated AIDS presentation goes a step beyond 
knowledge to explore attitud~s about AIDS. It 
presents basic facts and may help you think abc'lt 
your own rersonal risk behaviors and beliefs 
associated with the AI DS virus. 
TI-jURSDAY, APRil 20 
11:30AM 
Sangamon Room 
Studenl Center 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK IS APRil 17-21 
Part 01 Your slue Stu""nl Health Program 
SPC Jine .flrts Presents: 
CREATE A.~K~IT~E~~~--I 
~"1J;,', )aturday , April 22, Noon~6pm ,!\\>:f( ~' .~, .+~~. Old Main Mall-Springfest ~';;;' _/f. .... ~"!; .. ,', . , "~~'f .,,;;..-:-,; Maferial~ will be ~rovi~ed: .. r- . '_ / ." : -' to the first 30 entnes. Kites I' - .' / judged on 1esign. $25.00 gift / . / , certificate from Stiles Art & ,~ 
// ~: Office Supply to tne Winnejl ~// ~ 
,; for more information call SPC 536-3393 /i. 
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r----------- -----------, I Next to I .Trade I 
I Quatro's .Buy I 
: E!::;~!:~~: .sell: 
c n 
o 0 
~ c 
~ ~ 
o 0 
u ~ 
I & I i I 
I I 
I "Music You Can Afford" I 
Thursday 
3 for 1 Aviators 
1.25 Michelob Dry 
2.00 Any Shot & Draft 
$2 Upside Down Margaritas 
Outside Only! 1.25 Call liquor 
[{JIKO~IE OF ,.SE REAL SPRINGFES:,. PARn! 
OLD 
IN~t:j,c~f=:;-__ ~ 
STAURANT 
Presents 
Peel ... n ... Eat Shrimp 
Fri., April 21, 1989 
Hush Puppies 
Fried Clams 
French Fries 
Salad Bar $595 Soup Bar 
p{us t~ 
TheOic Main 
Room is located 
on the 2nd floor 
of the Student 
Center and serves 
lunch Monday-Friday 
from llam-l :30pm 
For Reservations 
cali 453-5277 
" 
;' 
~. 
t 
Baseball commissioner not corr~menting on Rose 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) - I Jahn Dowc!, chi~ investigator F.inehart presented his c&s" out, will be invited to do it 
The investigation of alleged "cannot comment in the Rose case, Giamatti for a Columbus franchise when before the National Leagu.:, 
gambling charges against on any part of the again repeated his stock an- he met with G~matti at a because I helieve the National 
Cincinnati Reds' Manager swer. pr vate reception prior to the League will expand first," he 
Pete Rose remains a "no whole process." "The fairnes~ and contDlSSioner'saddress. said. "The National League 
comment" topic for new -Bart Giamatti scrupulousness of it is "Sometime this summer," will then choose the two cities. 
baseball Commissioner Bart essential and I am not going to sa:d Giamatti, "I hope to be 
Giamatti. damage it," he said. "I am not ab,e to announce a timetable 
Giama tti, In Columbus to his WilY to the speakers' table. going to make any commp.nt." for ~xpansion. 
address a crowd of 1,700 at an "I wasn't going to waste your Gil.lmatti. who replaced "'"here will be a period of 
"Until then, it seems com-
pletely wrong for me to 
promote or advise one city or 
the other because the rules of 
this game ;;;hould be like any 
other decent game. Tney ought 
to be fair." 
annt;al fund-raising luncheon time because there is nothing I Peter Ueberroth as com- timt when any city that wishes 
of the Central Ohio Cow.cil of will 0" can say. missioner Aprill, was just as to pr~nt its case, according 
the Boy Scouts of Amerit'.a, "There's no point in I",i~g non-ccmmittal about the to stlted published criteria 
told members of the media, your wonderfully subtle future expansio~ of baseball Major League Baseball has 
many of them who made the strategy on me," added and the possibility that 
llO-mile trip from Cincinnati, Giamatti, gettir.g somewhat of Columbus, which presently 
"There is nothing I can say, kick out of the Hne of has ODe I)( the more successful 
aosolutely nothing." questioning aimed at him. minor league franchi:;es, 
"1 cannot comment on an" "It's just not goi!Jg to work. I might be considered. 
pcirt o~ tile whole process,' admire it. I've seen more in- Recently, Coiumbus Mayor 
said Giamatti, who had teresting moves than 'Air Dana Rinehart said his No.1 
declined to hold a formal news Jordan'lately." priority would be 1.0 obtain a 
conference but was cornered Asked whether Rose would major league franchhise for 
by members of the media on get "his day" with him and Ohio's capital city. 
Dayton names pro ,., ........ ~,.. ..... ,-~ 
~A'='~~ ~"A~~ O'Bnen, an assIStant coach 
with the New York Knicks, 
was named n ednesday a~ ~t::> e\ Th a, ,. b ~d ba.sketb4!l coach at ~ cP" e , .. ews oys 
Umverslty of Dayton, which 
fired Don Do~oher last month I HAPPY HOUR I HAPPy HOUR after~yearslD:.heposl. 3BEERS~&"'BUCK • 21orlJ:' .. er;oo 
O'Bnen, who assumed tile Har::;ar Hotline 549-1233 A (ai, 1 '168 survey shows that stud"nts 
who drink and gel drunk are 9 tlmt.'"S j'lOf(' 
like y to engage In sexual dClivii)' (hey 
post immediately, said at a 
news conference he would 
bring a "I'IlDIllIlg, pressing 
style" to the Flyers. 
Th~ approach may appear 
"heIter-skelltlr" to fans at 
first, but "the more peopl"! 
become accustomed to thE: 
style, tiley'll realize it's con-
trolled chaos," he said. 
O'Brien, 37, has been an 
assistant with the Knicks !or 
the past two seasons. BefOle 
Uu.t he was head coach at 
Wheeling (W.Va.) 
P.K.'s 
Thurs. 8-10 
Rat Hole Night 
ZSt 12oz. Drafts. 2St Speedrails 
Live Entertainment 
Frio 
Curt Carter & Tom Connelley 
308 S. Illinois 
u .. -g et Lhan stLJdenlS who drulk rc':Opons,bly. 
THE MEN OF ~. ~SB~~X®I WJl1t(·.....,. . T .~ fJ 
Phi Beta Sigma . I G m~ .; a If! \"i~1 
Fraternity Inc.,.6. T Chapter I II 50(: off ~I I 
P'l('ES'E!J(r ~I I AlL GYROS II il 
fJ1ie 19t1i 5tnnuaC and Gyros plates I I 
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THAT WE GOT" Carbondale Lions Club Presents: ~ 
AII-You-Can-Eat ~ 
Thu.April2Oth All GREEK SIP 8-11 PM 322 E. Heste~ Pancake Day § 
Thursday Nite Dance Party at DuMaroc ~ 
.j 11-4 AM Saturday April 22nd ~ 
.: Fri. April 21st Uve In concert Rob Base and OJ. EZ Rock ~ 
appearing dve at II HEARTS 7 am - 2 pm ~ 
213 E. Main. Corbondal@ All h P'S 
Skating party at The Great Skate Train t e anCaKeS you can eat ~ 
1-4 Aiv'.' Plus sausage and coffee or mi Ik ~ 
Sat. April 22nd Touch of Blue Picnic and Step Show ~ 
9-6 PM Campus La~e 8 
FOR SkatingPartyatT~GreatSKateTrain § Aoults $3.00 Children under 12 $2.00 ~ 
11-4AM' . ~8 All' R PLAYERS Sun. Ap!ll 2Srd Blue and Whire RappSession net profits goes for eye care !i 
ONLY eorbondf1le vo .. bile H0fT)8S noon-unTiI 8 ~ 11ft! Annuallouch of Blue Ball § l'i 
I ~M~dghtClUb I (Nl1 SIU Campus lirir~ 'BUSES PROVIDED TO SKATING PARTY FRI. ~ ~:~ c·.~ "::::,,,:~ C~_.:: 
l ANDSAT.FROMNEELYHALLCIRCLE) iI·~. ::f-:-.. ~~~: North ot Stadlllm_~~_._.~=-=.~_~: ~ '~ ___ Another '3.~M.A.B. Production __ ~_~ l~~~-=;~~~~..cr..cr~~~~~~~~~.r~~~ 
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SAAB elects officers, adviser for upcoming year 
By Troy Tayler 
blaTfWri:er 
The Student Athlete Ad· 
visory BOf rd elected officers 
ar.d a faculty adviser for the 
i98S-90 school year at its 
regular meeting Tuesday night 
at tM Davies Gymnasium 
lounge. 
M~n'l'i cross counlry 
reprelier.tative David 
Beauchun, was elected chair 
to succeed current president 
Marcus Mulhllland of the 
gYmnastics w.rn. Beauchum 
dcleated Mulholland and dJ~ 
SWllO team's David Whitting. 
Women's cross country 
representative Lisa Ravetto 
wall elected secretary, 
defeating Matt Giegling of j}e 
baseball team. Ravetto 
replaces Sue Sinclair af the 
volleyball :am. 
For adviser, Assistant 
Athletics Director Nancy 
BalJdy was. elected 
unanimously OVE'r baseball 
trainer Ryan "Shoes" Kling. 
In other SAAB business : 
The board nominated 
athletes for year-end awards. 
The recommendations will go 
tn the awards committee, 
which receives nominations 
from several sources. 
The track team's Kathy 
Raske W&s nominated for 
Female Athlete of the Year 
while the basketbali team's 
Kai Nurnberger edged the 
swim team's Scott Roberts in a 
run-off to earn the Male 
Athlete of the Year 
nomination. 
For Outstanding Leader-
Athlete, which is o~n to 
athtetes in their last year of 
eligibility and who have 
maintained a 2./5 gpa -
Mulholland was the male 
Salukis capture 20th victory 
Baseball team splits doubleheader at Eastern 
By David Glilllinettl 
Staff Writer 
Baseball coach Itchy Jone!! 
went 2O-for 20 W edncsday. 
In r.apturing the f~t game 
of a doubleheader with 
Eastel"'Q Illinois, 13-7, JonE'S 
pickEiJ up hie Nth !!traight 20-
win season. one for each of his 
year's at SIU-C. 
The Salukis settled for a scHt 
with the Panthers, dropplng 
the second game 5-4. SlU-C is 
now 20-19 oven-II. 
In the first game, the 
Panthers pulled out to an early 
.. ~ lead in the first inning, but 
ti." Salukis sent 12 men to the 
plate in the third to chase 
starting pitcher and loser Mike 
Deese (3-5). . 
SIU-C scored two more in the 
fourth, one in the sixth and 
acided three in the seventh to 
!='reserve the win. 
Junior Doug Shields con-
r.. "':'S;."~' 
... 
. 
, ~ ,:110 
' .. "..~+.-~ {': .. 
--
Baseball coach itchy Jones l~kes a govc look at home plato:: d(.tion 
dunng the ~:'lUkis doublehe"oor with Southern Indiana Tuesday. 
TIle Salukis p:d<ed L;J win No. 20 Wednesday at Eastern Illinois. 
Page :6, D"i)y EgypthW. Ap,·iI20. l~ 
tinued his torrid pace of late. 
The center fielder slammed a 
solo home run in the sixth and 
went 4-for-f at the plate in-
cluding 3 RBIs and 3 1'WlS 
scored. 
Senior Shane Gooden (1-1) 
picked up the win in relief. 
Gooden worked 2 2-3 innings, 
allowing 3 hits and striking out 
one. Gooden came in for Ryan 
McWilliams who pitched 4 1-3 
innings, giving up all seven 
Panther runs on five hits. 
McWilliams walked three and 
struck out one. 
Sa/uki coach Itchy 
Jones has won at 
least 20 games in all 
20 of h;s seasons at 
SIU-C. 
In the second game, Eastern 
Illinois took a 3-1 lead into the 
top of the sixth ",hen the 
Salukis put three runs on the 
board to take a one run lead, 4-
3. 
After Shields walked, Ed 
Janke laced a double, and both 
runners scored when Brad 
Holleucamp reached fIrst on 
an error. Brian Gibson, who 
came in to run for HoUencamp, 
also scored on an error. 
Eastern then scored three 
runs in the bottom of the ;-;ixth 
to take the second game. 
Shields again paced the 
Salukis, nailing his second 
home run of the day and fifth of 
the season in the first inning. 
Junior DOug Shields 
continued his torrid 
pace, hitting two 
home runs bringing 
h;s total to five this 
year. 
Chris Ber.d (4-3) picked up 
the luss for SIU-C in 2 2-3 in-
ning:; of relief. The junior gave 
up four ru'.s on four hits, 
walked three and sturck out 
three. 
Sean Bergman opened the 
game, going 3 innings, 
allowing one run on three hits 
while walk.ing two and striking 
out three. 
Gooden also saw some action 
in game two, going the final 
third and allowing onf' hit. 
Darin Kopac (3·J) picked up 
the win for Eas~rn, allOWIng 3 
runs and onE hit in 3 innings of 
,"ehefwork. 
nominee, and after a run-of: 
the volleyball kB.m's Beth 
Winsett was chosen over 
Sincl!l.ir. 
M,Ilholland repcrted that the 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Advisory BOIIrd beard the 
recommendation from 
coaches tr.at a strength coach 
be employed by the University 
to assist in wei~t-training 
programs for an student-
athletes. 
After a lengthy discussion, 
SUB took the position that 
lack of funding would be a 
n'ajor obstacle to having a 
strezlf(th coach. The bc..trd also 
feare<i that if money was taken 
from each team's budget to 
fund the salary for a strength 
coach, that ~ch team would 
not receive equal attention. 
~~or~~e. was considered 
In its final examination ci. 
the Strategic Planning 
Committee reoprt, the board 
agreed with the report that the 
"party-school" image hurts in 
the recruiting of athletes. 
However, SAAB reported that 
the image is being exploited 
Softball team signs 
third spring recruit 
By Dougl •• Powell 
Staff Writer 
Colleen Hallowar of 
Illinois Valley Centra High 
School in Chillicothe bas 
:r~e th~ sc:~:!!~p ~r:n 
team. 
Halloway batted .410 as a 
junior and .404 her 
sophomore yur. Halloway 
has been a standout in the 
Amateur Softball 
Association during her high 
::chool career, batting .500 
for the Johnson Gators lc!st 
summer. 
The Gators were 1'!d by 
Halloway to a 70-22 record 
and a second-place finish in 
the state tournament in 
1987. 
"Colleen bas a quick, 
compact swing that should 
allow ber to . JDtinue her 
hitting success at the 
collegiate level," said 
Saluki Coach Kay 
Brechtelsbauer. "She also 
brings us speed and 
quickness. 
"In addition to her 
physical skills she is a very 
positive and enthusiastic 
young lady who loves to 
play the game." 
IVC softball coach Greg 
Easter said Halloway chose 
SIU-C because "she likes 
the fadlities and the brand 
of ball. She likes aggressive 
play." 
Halloway chose SlU-C 
over Western lIIinois, 
Bradley, Iowa State and 
Central Michigan 
Halloway has been a four-
year starter at IVC. 
~r:a~~~fl~~ 
cl06in.g in on five Inore. As a 
~~m=ks ~t&':b1ts,s:i 
RBIs and 18 extra base hits. 
"Colleen can cat, ., play 
several infield POSitiOns or 
the outfield," said 
Brecht.elsbauer, who bas 
guided the Salukis to 2O-win 
seasons the last four years. 
"We're very pleased she 
has decided to play softball 
at Southern." 
Shelly Gibbs hits 
SIU-C record book 
Sf Dougl •• Powell 
Staff Writer 
The old saying goes, there's 
a first time for everything. 
l\;.esday afternoon, softball 
player Shelly Gibbs found 
her's. 
Gibbs, a junior in social 
work, hit the record books 
Tuesday as she became the 
first SIU-C softball player to 
officiaUy hit a home run over 
the 230 foot fence at lAW 
Fields near :.ite Recreation 
Center. 
Gibbs, who was the Saluki's 
MVP last year, broke the SIU-
C career home run record 
Tuesday with t".vo home runs in 
a doubleheader against Austin 
Peay. 
There have been only three 
other players to manage the 
feat. Saluki Rhonda Snow hit a 
ball over the fence in 1985, but 
her home run declared invalid 
after she failed to touch home 
plate. 
Gibbs said she could un· 
derstand a batter mis"ing 
home plate after a home run. 
"There is something about 
hitting one over the fence that 
just get." you really excited," 
Gibbs said. 
E::a~vill~~~ ~ll ~~; 
the fence in 1983 and Beth Mair 
of Western Illinois ac-
complished the same feat in 
i982. 
All four balls have been hit 
ovec the fence on the upper 
diamond (nearest the Rec 
Center). 
Hitting home runs over 
ft:DCes isn't new ht' Gibbs. The 
junior second baseman said 
she hit an out-of-f.h&.park 
homer at the ,,~nfer~nce 
tournament her freshman 
year, at SIU-E her freshman 
year and two b<rme runs in one 
game against Western last 
year . 
Gibbs, who currently has 10 
career home runs with more 
than a season of eligibility left, 
hit her over-the-fence homer in 
the first inning of the first 
game Tuesday. 
Gibbs followed with an in-
the-park home run in the sixth 
inning of the nigbtcap. 
Gibbs said hitting a home 
run is a big deal when the 
game is at home. 
G· u I D E 
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Boat race 
to ccntinue 
in 16th year 
By Alicia Hili 
StaffWr,te~ 
R3cers, start your cardboard. "The 
Challenge" is on. 
!''(.J[" t,l(" past 15 years, SlU·C's 
('a.mpus Lake has been t':le site fOl' 
what has ~'Come a nationally·' 
renowned event. the Great Cardboard 
Boat Regatta. This year, with I' few 
adaptations, the tradition will c.»- ~ 
tmlle. ,~ 
What is &regatta! ~ 
Literally. a regatta is a striv\n~ (or ~ 
mastery. The term was first joined 
with boat racing in Venice, Itllly where 
gondola rae&> 1t'~ bE<ld. A gondola is a 
Ic.ng, narrow canalbol.t propelItld by lI\ 
pole or one oar at the stern. 
For Southern lllinoisar..:i, ;be terll) 
"regaUa" is £ssociate<i wit~ card-
board. 
A product .Jf Rkhard Archer's 
imagination, "The Challenge" is to 
design and bwld a human-powered 
cardboard boa t ca~b1e of racing a 200-
yard course tour tiruffi. 
Arcbef". proCeSSOr of art and design, 
originaHy Degall the race as tae tinal 
foe his Design 102 class. 
Since then, the race bas seen aD 
increase in its entrants. spectators. 
and. resultingly. funding. 
According to Ar(.-ber. the race was 
funded origiN lIy from his classroom 
budge'; and cost about $400. TDere were 
54 entrants and i:lOoot 4.000 spectatons. 
In 1988, tt-.e race drew 206 entrants 
and 20,000 specta tors. 
This y".ar it will cost approximately 
$8,000. Tbe funding will come from SlU· 
C's administration. " 
A(.'COCding to Areber, radio stations 
startAld funding the race around iUs ruth 
:fear. This cunti.Dued \mtill~. whPA 
u.. S\~ ~..-miYI& C1:Jo:..;.u. 
deL'ided to fund it 
"The SPC stopped funding I&st year 
wbeA the race was separated from 
Springiest. The Alumni Associatioo, 
wbicb- copyrighted the event ill 196iG, 
helped with funding last year," Archer 
said. 
Despite the funding cbanges, the 
structure of the f!Vel1t b&s remained 
ba&eally unchanged. 
T'de boats are divided iIIto thrfoe 
classes. Class I boats are propelled by 
canoe paddles, oars, or kayak paddles. 
Class II are propelJed by 8lly other 
muscle-powered device or by sails. 
elas.; m include "Instant Baats,." 
=~~!k~~ 
~regatta. 
lB additioo to the trophife gMm to 
the wUmers, tropbie& are giveD to 
reward creative ~farts. 
The Pride of the Regatta award is 
given foe the most creative deI!Iip. Tbe 
Team award is giVeD to the most 
spirited aDd best orga~ team. The 
Titanic: .... ard is given foe the most 
spee'acu1ar sinking. 
The Vogue award, whiefl is cllosee 
before the race, is given to the most 
spectaeu.ldr-looking boat. 
AJ5Il, the High ScbooJ Match Raee 
awards a $1,000 scholarship and a 
trophy to the higb ~
boat's wilmer. Tile sclIWarahip eames 
trt»'O.ana~ 
- -- -- ~----~-.-----.--.---.~----_/ 
"""~ 
From tht. Vqrue eategory. winners 
over the last Lew years include last 
year's pllddlo .. powered Volkswagen 
Bug; ill lil87 ,. Jonah's Taxi," • wbak! 
with a functiOl'li.ng blowhole, woo the 
nee; and ill 1986 a late 1800s style 
steamboat with dry ice forming the 
stea.m took the award. 
"The boat that staDds wt the most in 
my miD<! wu designed !:ty Laura navis 
(l~i). She and her boyfriend ran in a 
~ wheel like eaged gerbils," Archer-
said. "Tbe running propelled paddles 
~jt~h~·waw.E~ 
tually, when the thing woukhl't turn, it 
ran right OYer another entrant." 
The boat ~Wld the Titanic award 
,. the dlost spectacular sinking. 
The AlDerican Tap presents 
its t lth Annual 
\lnVrrJ1 C\ JPJ.k\ 1I'lUlLA \{J'~ .... _ •. ,Idl: .. 1't,£,...£;._.r.~i'_i." 
featuring .... Whapatulas 
Refills 
$2.75 
51.75 
Cardboard boat regattas held nationmde 
Boat regatta circuit 
brings many inquiries 
into University event 
By Daniel WallenblJrp 
SlaffWriter 
The Great Cardboard Boat Regatta 
started as a final exam for art and 
design students. Now it is an event held 
across the country and it~ growth is 
limitless. 
The regatta is celebrating its 16th 
birthday and has p.xpanded in all 
directions, Terry Mathias, director of 
University relations and Regatta 
coordinator, said. 
1n the United StHtes, the event has 
spread as 1ar north as Sheboygan, 
Wis., and as far south as Orlando, Fla., 
Mathias said. 
The event bas cr'!pt its way west to 
Leon, Iowa, and to Hartford, Conn., in 
the east, he said. 
THESE ARE ONLY the eveni.S that 
are OJ! the current regatta circuit 
schedule, Mathias said. Inquiries from 
other parts of the country have come in 
asking for information on bolding 
future events, be said. 
The Carbondale regat:,a is 
the start of the rordboard 
boat racing season. This 
year the season ends Oct. 8 
in Orlando, Fla. 
The regatta ";"Cuit is the series of 
regattasbeld _~.md tbecountry. 
Inquiries have come from Arizona, 
California, Texas, Virginia and many 
other states. be said. 
Mathias said the University does not 
solicit inquiries from outside the 
University. Most of the inquires come 
from alumni who have experienced the 
regatta while at SIU-C. 
The Carbondale regatta is the official 
start of the cardboard boat racing 
circliit and this year the season ends in 
Orlando on Oct. 5, M~ thias said. 
MATHIAS SAID in the first two 
weeks following the Carbondale 
regatta the alumni office receives 
three to five inquires. People interested 
in holding a regatta first contact the 
alumni office. A short cover letter, with 
regatta details, is then sent to them, 
Ma thias said. 
If interest still exists, a packet 
cOlltair.ing ,he current regatta 
scherlllle; a video containing short 
news pieces on the regatta; in· 
formation provided by the founder of 
the regatta, Richard Archer; and the 
fjNt part of the manual is sent, 
Mathias said. 
A contract is then offered and $250, 
the first payment of the $500 licensing 
fee, is required, he said. 
The eatire manual is then sent along 
with registration cards and other 
material needed to start the event, 
Mathias said. 
MA TffiAS SAID event producers are 
recommended to allow three to four 
months of preparation time before the 
regatta actually is held, but said 
&m~a~~~~~n completed in as 
The regatta circuit was licensed and·· 
copyrighted with the University in 1986 
and this year a total of 15 races will 
operate UDder the copyrighted rules, 
Mathias said. 
Mathias said the regatta was 
copyrighted tor three reasons: 
_To raise the visibility . of the 
University and the Alumni 
Association; 
_For use as ~ tool w the recruitment 
of students, and; 
_For use as a potential source of 
scholarship money. 
All materials, rules, tile trademark, 
and the service mark associated with 
1989 Cardboard Boat Regatta Schedule 
April 29 .Campus Lake ...... 16th Gre:at Cardboard Boat Regatta 
May 20 SIU·Edwardsville ........................................ 2nd Annual 
July 2 Roc..-k island .................................................... 3rd Annual 
July 4 Sheboygan, Wis .............................................. 4th Annual 
July 15 Springfield .................................................... .4th Annual 
July 22 Heber Springs, Ark ....................................... 3rd Annual 
July 29 St. Louis, Union Station .......................................... First 
August 6 Leon, Iowa ............................................... 2nd Annual 
August 19 Hartford, Conn .................................................... First 
Sept. 1 0 Pekin ............................................................ 3rd Annual 
Sept. 17 Bloomington ............................................... 2nd Annual 
Oct. 8 Orlando, Fla ..................................................... 4th Annual 
the regatta are copyrighted as well, 
Mathias said. 
Mathias said mOl,ey raised by the 
other regattas and not given to charit} 
gl)e5 to the University to be put in the 
Alumni Association's general 
scholarship fund. 
THE RE(!ATTA MAJ\UAL contains 
information intended to standardize all 
events participating in the circuit, 
Mathias said. 
The regatta circuit was 
lia?n.sed and CJJpyrighted by 
the University in 1986. 
This year, 15 roces will 
open.te under tr.e copyright 
rules. 
The manual started out as only a 
"handful of instructions," Mathias 
said. Now the manual contains almost 
100 pages of rules, examples and in-
formation learned over the years, he 
said. 
The manual is designed to give as 
much detail and assistance as possible 
so that esc" race will be consistent 
with ali the otner races, Mathias said. 
Consistency among all circuit races 
is needed so people interested in 
participating in several events will 
know what to expect and will be able to 
use the same boat in each competition, 
Mathias said. . 
On the future of the regatta circuit, 
Mathias said it could grow "as much as 
we want it to, II but because of the 
limited resources the Univesity has to 
put into tht! circuit, it can only handle 
about25 races. 
IN THE FUTUr(E, a race could 
possibly be held at a pace of one each 
week, Mathias said. 
Although most of the races are 
sponsored through local sources at 
each event, national sponsors are being 
sought, he said. Most sponsors have 
included soft drink corJ.1panies, food 
corporations, cardboard manufac-
turers and, at many places, hardware (.om-panies. 
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filDEORDDtS 
~ =~.\!~r.;..~''-'·.55 .6S :::.:=::=:::::; 
Juice Iorangc:. cnonbeny. apple. .99 !"""cmadc chili (when In season) 
'£ {rull punch. gnopc:fndl. 1'01&10 or macaroni ... Iad 
orange· pineapple. papaya. Cole sIB,., I _ ~~ 
I Soho ~~U::: ~:pbcny.l'Ppe. gIIlg<T •• I.. £S =:;:~;;:.... cheese 
I ::~~ic'::,:<,!'.I~::,e;>'·uoam "",Ia. :~~Whcat :~:::..onRaisln 
3.18 I'll CUcumber and a.:am cheeoe 
3.98 ",,",,~Ison 
....... pernlckd. rye or. t"""ted bagd 
00 • toasted croIssanl 3.18 
3.98 
3.18 
3.98 
3.18 
f22 Noaodo and craun c:hccK 
with _Is on puml_nlckel. 
rye 11<. toaswI bagel 
..,atoutcdc._ 
3.98 123 lIot BmccoIIwttl> c:hccK 
3:18" . ~~::.(CiOtSSanl 
3.98 II>_H. mushrooms. onions. and 
cho1cc or cheese .. 1th IIIdc or ....... creaml 
3.18 
3.98 124 Hot Garden V"llllk wIlh cheeoe 
wggIeonplla 
3.18 on a toasle:d crotssant 
3.98 lIomato.. on"' .... green peppers. 
sprou\5.lcuur:c and choice: or <:hccoc 
3.18 .... th BIde or aour c:r<aml 
3.98 
125 1i1p1c Cheese: with J>IV"OIone. 
31S chctId .... and _ 
3.98 on ac:rolssant 
'2515 _tal 
3.38 
3.98 126 Quiche. 80Up ani aalad 
DESSERTS 
1.79 Apl'lepie 
1.09 Uiuc:1>cny pIC 
1.79 Plain cheesecake 
.Ii9 Choc<>lale cheesecake 
..69: Amardlo cheesecake 
.59 Dlackberry &WIt; che<:SC:cakc 
.15 • 
1.15 
2.25 
2.78 
3.58 
3.1S 
3.98 
2.98 
3.18 
2.98 
3.7S 
4.50 
1.35 
1.35 
1.45 
1-.45 
1.45 
127 Chlc:ken uJad 
on acroLsaanl. 
126 1\Ina",,1ad 
on. croissant 
f29 Tunamell 
onaC'l'OlMant 
'29'" toaswI 
3.18 
3.98 
3.18 
3.98 
3.38 
3.98 
:H 
'E 
>1 
L 
1130 5<afood salad with c:rab and shrimp 3.48 iT 
on a crotosant 3.98 . . " 
Garden 
Fresh Crull 
TWl8 salad on a tomato 
Chicken salad on • lomato 
en . .' J and shrimp salad on a tomato 
Spinach salad 
Fresh spinach greens. onions. 
fresh mushrooms. sHe<:d eggs. 
blacl< olives. bacon bUs with 
chl'llce of dress1ng.. 
Vegc1anan chef 
Fresh garden Icltuce. sprouls. 
carrota. cucumbas. fresh 
mushroom" b!ack olives. gru:n 
peppers, tom~tocs. onions wuh 
choice oCdrcssing. 
ChdsaJad 
Fruh gr.nIen kUue<:. Cresh 
mushrooms. green peppers. 
sliced eggs tomatoes. cucumbcB. 
0I1klna. bacon bU •. turkey. ham. 
.. nd cholet: of any two of cheddar. 
provolone. l\mc:rlcan. Swiss. wlLh 
cholet: of dressing. 
1.28 
1.78 
2.68 
2.68 
2.98 
2.98 
2.98 
3.98 
f 
'V 
'E 
• 1.45 • D.csslng' Available: I 
'I'rcnc:h 
-mn.::h .~&\1,1ne 
• Ihou5.."lnd islancJ • &cpaID I ulcg lIa han 
·POPl'YSO.:d 
I 
I 
I .99 QuidlC i'«r1~:"'...".,.: Rq;ular. Ie .... an. Hme. bury I 
I, Phone: 4.'J7-40il (minimum delivery order $3.50) Store Hours: 1 1:00am-9:00pm Tucs·fri 8:00am·9:00pm Sat-Sun Closed Monday~ I 
..... ____ ~~;;:~=~ __ .. ___ .;._CL1P.N-SAVE .. ----... --------------.1 
. . . . DaiJ)E~ptian. ~pril2o~ 19\1<j •. ~ii!!,na 
Regatta boat race ntay sell co 
Professor believes boat regatta could sink iIIliIIII __ ic--::-=,,_PII 
By Daniel Wallenberg 
StaHWriter 
The growth and expense of the Great 
Cardboard Boat Regatta, now in its 
16th year, could lead to the sale of its 
copyrights, Ed Buerger. executive 
director of the SIU-C Alumni 
Association, said. 
The Rega tta trademark, service 
mark, rules, regulations and materials 
were copyrighted in 1986. 
Buerger said the Alumni Association 
used to be in control of the Regatta but 
had to relinquish its affiliation because 
the cost became too great. 
Currently the Universlty runs the 
event through the School of Art and 
Design, Buerger said. 
Thtl circuit regatta business had 
grown to the point where it was costing 
the association a great deal of money 
and creating la:-ge deficits, Buerger 
said. 
The circuit regattas are those 
licensed by the University held all over 
the country. 
Buerger said that because the 
regatta circuit has grown so much. 
there was a need to seek an 
organization outside the University 
that would be able to run the circuit 
effectively. 
Should an outside organization show 
an interest in purchasing the rights to 
the circuit, that situation would cer-
tainly have to be explored, Buerger 
said. 
Richard Archer, foundt:r of the event 
and professor of art and design, said he 
was afraid that il the regatta circuit 
was sold it would become too com-
mercialized. 
Archer said that during the '60s he 
played a part in the go-eart craze and 
watched the idea become overly 
commercialized and eventually die. He 
is afraid ilill: will happen to the regatta 
as well an,' take the fun out of the 
event. 
Under the current guidelines the 
The Regatta is great for 
tourism in the area and 
provides opportunity for 
Southern Illinois, Archer 
said_ 
Regatta is strictly operated and limits 
the amount of prizes and their v:lIue to 
keep it fun, yet competitive, Archer 
said. 
"Where else ('lln you, for somewhere 
in the neighborhood of $20 to $30, put 
something together and have a ball?" 
Archer ::aid. 
Archer tells a story of a mother 
bringing up two sons on her own. 
Before one of the past Regattas the 
mother and her sons sat at their kit-
chen table and built a cardboard boat 
together. Archer remembers the 
mother coming up to him after the race 
and telling him how impressed she was 
with the simplicity of the whole event 
and the fun she and her boys had 
together. 
Archer said this is one of the reasons 
why he wants to keep the event fun and 
simple. 
Another reason Archer fears selling 
the reg .. tta is that he wants to keep the 
Regatta championship in Southern 
I1l"nois. 
Traditionally, the championship hilS 
been held ne3r the end of the circuit 
schedule at the Du Quoin St.?te Fair, 
Archer said. 
The Regatta is great for tourism in 
the area and provides opportunity {or 
Southern Illinois, Archer said. 
If the event were lost it would be a 
loss for Archer and his family as well. 
After the first Regatta, which had 
started as a final exam for his students 
in 19"n1, Archer remembers walking 
with his wife and wondering what it 
was he had created. 
Archer said the first Regatta almost 
Rape<teducation efforts 
reduce assault cases 
By Fernando Feliu-Moggi 
Staff Writer 
Rape education seems to ha"t had 
good results last Springfest in 
preventing sexual assault in the 
Carbondale area. 
Last year, no rape reports were filled 
over Springfest weekend, a record low 
compared to the four cases reported in 
-1987. 
Sally Albrecht, legal advocate for the 
Rape Action Committee, a Carbondale 
counseling grooJp that offers assistance 
to rape victims, theIr family and 
friends, said local efforts to educate 
men and wom.'!n on the issue might 
have contributed to the low number of 
rape reports presented last year. 
The lack of reports last 
SpnngJest did rwt reflect the 
reality of the situation, 
according to reports from the 
Rape Action Committee. 
She said that although not having any 
rapes reports was encouraging, many 
rapes go unreported every year and 
that might have been the case last 
vear . 
. The lack of reports last Springfest 
did not reflect the reality of the 
c;ituation. last year reports from the 
Rape Action Committee show. 
In March of 1988, 10 rapes were 
reported to the committee. 
'itatistics presemed by the fu:.pe 
'" .". " ~ . ,,', ." ..... " . :."." .: 
EditOrs .Note 
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Awarness groups inform 
men and women about 
the facts of rape and ways 
to reduce risks of 
becoming a rape victim. 
Treatment Center of the Santa Monica 
Hospital Medical Center, show that as 
many as 90 percent of the rapes 
committed in u.s. college communities 
go unreported. 
Although the same report show(,d 
that m,Jl;t campus rapes are aquittance 
rapes, that is, rapes committed by 
people known to the victim, at events 
that involve big crowds, stranger rape 
i~ more common. 
Awarenl>SS groups inform men and 
women about the facts of rape and 
ways to reduce risks of becorr.ing a 
rape victim. 
Albrecht said the Rape Action 
Committee is in contact with other 
groups throui;hout the year to inform 
and lecture on the issue. 
A few days before Springfest 
weekend last year. anti-rape groups 
demonstrated for 48 hours in the Free 
Forum Area to inform people about the 
issaes of rape. 
"There was a lot of education prim' to 
last year's Springfest," Albre-eht said. 
"We (the Rape Action Commitlt:e) held 
dorm meetings and otiJer awareness 
programs." 
ti1(( BU~\ 
The crew of the "Nice Bum" boat race towards the finish line during 
last year's Great Cardboard Boat Regatta. 
instantly received national attention 
and there seemed to be a lot of public 
interest 
Now the event is held all over the 
United States, with Archer assisting 
and calling the races at the various 
sites. 
Now the event is held all 
over the United States, 
with Archer assisting and 
calling the races at the 
various sites. 
Archer and his family travel in their 
van and po~up camper to the various 
races and this has given them a chanee 
to see the country. 
The circuit has allowed Archer and 
his family to visit museums, go fishing 
and meet interesting people across the 
country. 
Archer said once while in 
Washington D.C. he and his family 
were walking and one of his sons was 
wearing a Regatta T-shirt. Archer said 
he was stopped at least five times by 
people who had been to a regatta or had 
attendedSIU-C_ 
Thes-e types of occurences make him 
wonder about his ability as a teacher. 
"How many other teachers have 
created a final exam that has gone 
worldwide?" Archer said. He also 
wondered how many finals had an 
audience of 20,000 people. 
Archer said he has been asked many 
times how he stays so excited about the 
Regatta. 
"I stay excited just by watching the 
people involved," Archer said. 
Pizza Subs Salads 
317 N. Illinois Ave. 
Carbondale 
Hrs. Sun .• Thurs~ Ham .lam Fri. & Sat. Ham-3am 
Lunch Special llam .. 3pm 
Med. 2 topping Pizza, w/2 bottles of soda $595 
Dinner Special3pm .. 9pm 
Extra Lge. 2 topping Pizza w/4 bottles of soda $999 
Late Night Special 
2 Calzones( 4 ingredients} & 2 bottles of soda $799 
Movies Delivered $3.00 
$2.00 w/food $2_00 additional movie 
Movies Due Back by 6pm Next Day 
$1.00 Pick-up Charge $1.:;0 Late Charge 
Call 549-6150 
We Deliver Food Ii Video Movies 
ru4FF 
~ 
ru4FF ru4FF 
~ ~ 
BeASTS 
YOU MAY ENCOLlNTER ON ' 
tSALUKI SAFARI' 
SPRINGF£ST '89 
-re1ated to the beaver-
this dizzy beast is unable 
to walk a straight line. 
The 
80M 
-relat,ve of the chimpanzee- this beast 
exhibits many behaviors similar to those 
of a drunk human ..• is known to pass out 
unexpectedly. 
DO THESE SAFARI BEASTS REMIND YOU 
OF YOURSELF OR 
ONE OF YOUR FRIENDS? 
SOMe peOPLe eNJOY A DRINK ... 
N080DY eNJOYS A DRUNK 
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Booths planned for Springfest 
By Jackie Spinner 
StaHWriter 
A jungle of carnival games are being 
designed by l1niversity organizations 
for "Saluki Safari" Springfe:;t 1989. 
The Student Programming Council's 
Springfest committee planned to 
review the last seven applications for 
approval April 13, Jenna Herhold, SPC 
special events chairwoman, said. 
"Most of the applications will be 
approved with a few minor l'hanges," 
she added. 
Applications by the Sr"r.i;;h Cluh, 
General Union of Palestinian Studem.;, 
Regional Association of Con,',,;ned 
Environmentalists, Stude::.' En-
vironmental Center, Africa'.! Student 
Orgamzation. Black Gradua!p Student 
Association and Phi Beta Sigma had 
not been approved as of April U, 
pending minor changes. 
The deadline for submitting ao-
plications also was extended froin 
April 7 until April 10. 
Herhold said most of the booths are 
sponsoring carnival-type games such 
as beanbag tosses, balloon darts and 
water balloon throws. 
Some booths are sponsoring 
awareness activities abaut their 
organization. but according to SPC 
guidelines, no "information only" 
booths are allowed. 
The African Student Organization 
indicated to SPC that it will conduct a 
history and culture trivia game. model 
African dress and sing gospel music. 
University Housing wishes you 
a safe and enjoyable Springfest 
Don't forget- no aicoholic beverages are 
permitted on Un!versity Housing property. 
Fest changes neglect 
students'vieurs, input 
University organizations considered for positions 
By Theresa livingston 
Staff Writer v·· t 
Mention the word "Springfest" to. leWpOm 
any 8m student and you'll probably 
hear something aloilg these lines -
beer, bands and the Cardboard Boat So then, why punish us for the actions 
Regatta. of a reckless minority? Arrest them 
Springfest and tl.e Great Cardboard and let us get on with the fun. 
BOP.t Regatta area combination that go The University is concerm!d with 
together like salt and pepper, Bert and matters of safety and rightly so. More 
Ernie and peanut butter and jelly. power to them in changing the world. 
Although not fc.rmally connected, the But thel""e are better places to start 
twl) evenl$ have occurred on the same than Spri-ngfest and the student body. 
weekcr.d for the past five years, Which brings us to the point oi 
c "TlDining to create a fun-filled, drinking and driving. The fact that 
frivilous atmosphere in which students college students drink alcoholic 
can blow off some steam before the beverages is neither new nor sur-
crunch of finals week. prising. Banning alcohol at the regatta 
This year. hcwever, look for drastic willsimplyeggravate the problem. 
changes . . No"Y. Ptstead of naving a beer while 
The ~o on-campus events are oc" t sittinf!, on a nice, relatively safe patch 
curring on consecutive weekends this of grass where they can only hurt 
year. Springfest will be held Saturday, themselves, people will be drinking 
while the regatta will occur April 29. before the event. Full of Saluki spirit, 
The University claims it does not have they will get behind the wheel, where 
the facilities to deal with the crowd& thPy can hurt other people, to drive to 
that gather at the combined events. Campus Lake for tbe reg.'itta. 
But that's not all that's been 
changed. The police force has been 
beefed up, the perimeters of the fest 
nave been shortened and. because of a 
nt'w on-campus alcohol policy, c0n-
sumption of alcoholic beverages has 
been severely limited. 
Consumption of alcoholic beverages 
at the new Spri..ngfest will be limited to 
Old Main Mall, the Free Forum grass 
area and in front of Browne 
Auditorium. Alcohol will not be allowed 
at the regatta. 
All this results from a joint decision 
of the Student Programming Council 
and the University Programming 
Office. This is where the crux of the 
matter lies. 
Although SPC claims this action was 
done in the best interest of the students, 
did the RSO accurately represent the 
needs of the student body? Were 
students consulted before the decision 
was made toseparate the two events? 
What it boLlS down to is what does 
this mean to the average un-
dergraduate? 
Were the)' quivering in their boots at 
the thought of old campus being 
flooded by rabid hoards of people? 
Were they shocked at the notion of 
(gasp!) alcohol consumption? Did they 
really need the University to play the 
role of the protector? 
I really don't think so. Most of us are 
big boys and girls who have been away 
from Mommy and Daddy long enough 
to take care of ourseIvP'i. By the time 
we reach the University system, most 
of us know bow to conduct ourselves in 
a civilized manner in public. 
Most of us have been to the Strip and 
have seen alcohol consumption first-
hand. Most of us have the rigbt to vote, 
get married or be drafted, which is 
society's way of indicating we are. in 
fact, adult. T .... ..".fnre. we are abie to 
makeourllw.d.:!Cnions. 
Consumption of alcohol at 
the new Springfest will be 
limited to Old Main Afall, 
the Free Forum grass area 
and in front of Browne 
Auditorium. Alcohol won't 
be allowed at the regatta, 
Not everyone causes trouble. 
Twenty-five arrests for underage 
drinking occurred and several students 
were arrested for fighting at last year's 
Springfest. Not quite the numbers that 
the University seems to have in mind 
and not a very higb number, if you take 
into account SPC estimated the crowd 
at 24,000. 
Not only that, but SIU-Security 
PolIce, Student Life Advisors and 
members of the Rape Action Com-
mittee all commented on the well-
behaved crowd. 
"It was a very good crowd," SIU-C 
Security Police officer Jerry Brown 
said. 
"It was a lot better than in the past. 
U there was rowdiness, we would talk 
to the people, and most would back off 
and cooperate with us," he said. 
Does this kind of crowd need added 
security measures? 
It is certainly admirable that the 
University is trying to do away with the 
party school image the University has 
bad since it's hippy heyday in the '60s 
and make the campus a safer place. 
However, the students wbo live and 
learn in Carbondale should have a 
greater say-so in the events of their 
campus community. especk\lly major 
events such as Springfest. 
~{\\01es\\ FRI & SAT 
(\{\~ at 
S? LfiROMfilS 
ALLDAY 
$1 SLICES 
AND 
$1.25 QUARTS 
OF BEER 
529.1344 515 S. III. C'dale! 
,/ It' ,'. I ( t \~I t\ \ i 
~II . ,: . I ',' ',;", \\ h . . ~ 
, J I ---..... --"-...... ~_~._~~.""'":-. r-:~~~,'\~\ '. 
01.1) 'l'(,WN ,.l()lIOllS ': . 
Need Supplies for 
Your Spring Fling 
Party?? 
Come To: 
tll~)) rr()'\'N 1 .. 1 ()II,} Il .. \" 
Need Munchies, Ice, 
'Coolers?? 
Come To: 
(ll~)) 'l'()"TN 1 .. 1 (lII,} lIlY 
Fri & Sat 100m - 1 am '/ ",L.. [1 Carbondale 'M=Thllam-12am .1' \ 151~S.lIlinois,.ve 
Sunday 11arn - lam! '_: " j J ~57-35~ 
THE GOOD GUYS AT 
'\ (ll~)) 'r(),\TN 1 .. 1 (lII,} 11 .. 41' 
\ ~ Encourage you to act , 
\\\ responsibly during the I 
Springfest '\Veekend. 
liquors 
OLD STYLE 
Regular or Dry 
12 PACK CANS 
$4········
·····'-;···'··.· .. ·.·:.··· 7·':'<,·'····'··········i.;,il 1'···-:·;:··~.:·.· f,? 11'" ~ 
Have A Fun Springfest. 
Please Act Responsibly 
So We Can Do It Again 
Next Year! 
1= 529-3348 
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I 
=0 
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Z 
C 
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m 
GYROS (U.S. Choice Beef blended 
with Greek spices and served on 
natural Pita bread .................... 2.49 
PASTICHIO(Greek Pasta) ........... 3.69 
SUVLAKI (Skew) ..................... 2.15 
KEFTES (Greek Burger) ........... 2.15 
CHICI(EN IN A PITA ............... 2.15 
CHICKEN NUGGETS 6 piece ... 1.39 
10 piece ... 1.99 
VEGETARIAN SPECIAl. ............ 2.15 
PLATES 
GYROS PLATE ........................ 3.49 ~I 
CHICKEN PLATE .................... 2.75 «I 
KEFTES PLATE ...................... 2.75 (/)1 
SUVLAKI PLATE ..................... 2.75 ~ 
SOUPS « 
AVGOLEMONO cup................. 7st 9: 
bowl ............... 1.25 d 
GREEK SALAD (With Feta cheese, I 
Greek Olives and anchovy) : 
~~~ :::::::::::: .. ::::: .... :::: .. :::::: ~:: I 
SIDE ORDERS 
MUSHROOMS (Home-made) ...... 1.49 
ONION RINGS (Home-made) ..... 85¢ 
FRENCH FRIES ....................... 75¢ 
SPANAKOPITA (Spinach Pie) .... 99¢ 
PEPPERONCIN! PEPPERS ...... 40¢ 
PASTRIES 5¢ BAKLAVA ............................... 7 
KATAIFI ....... DRiNKS ............... 75¢ 
SOFT DRINKS ............. 4St, sse, 6se I 
BEERMICHELOB/BUD L1GHT/HEINEKEN I 
I DI: .. !VERY HOURS . WINE 1~~~ \ ~ Sun 12·11 MonfSat 11.11 WINE COOLERS \ 
L4!7.:,O!o!/~~:!~~__ UP A AVE.-----------.J 
PINCH PENNY 
PUB 
CBLBBRATB SPRINGFBST 
WITH THE 1989 SEASONAL 
GRAND OPENING OF THE 
BEER GARDEN! 
Thursday 
Laaies fJJay 
2 for 1 
Drinks .. ALL-DAY ALL NIGHT 
Friday & Saturday 
2SC Drafts 75C Bratwursts 
Sunday 
, L.: Steak 8t All You Can Eat Pas 
r. $4.99 
. I 
i 
I 
. I 
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1947 carnival nucleus 
of present Springiest 
By Lisa Miller 
S!aft V\'n~t:~ 
Many changes ha .. ~ ocr:urred with 
SIU-C's Springfest celebration 
throughout the years. 
It began in 1947 as a spring carnival 
that included parades, a formal tea, a 
Vaudeville show and a masquerade 
ball. 
The highlight of the the carnival was 
'he crowning of Miss Southern during a 
beauty con lest featuring 23 of the 
University's co-e1s. 
In 1950, an Inaugural Ball was in-
cluded in the ceremonies and Delyte W 
Morris was inducted as president of 
SIU-C. 
!'l 1960, the carnival theme was a 
"Southern County Fair." ihis year 
fraternaties and sororities played a big 
part in the carnival as they competed 
against each other in the annual 
Vaudeville show. The Theta Xi 
fraternity won the first place trophy 
with their humorous version of ''Cin-
derella." 
Other events complemf'nting the 1960 
Spring Carnival were the Miss 
Southern contest, which for the first 
tim~ introduced talent as well as 
beauty as a requirement for the title. 
In 1962, the Most Popular Faculty 
Member award was presented at the 
Spring Festival. Thomas E. Cassidy, 
English lecturer since 1958, received 
the award. It was also this year that the 
name was changed to the Spring 
Festival instead of the Spring Carnival. 
In 1970, the Spring Festival changed 
its name again to the Bacchanalia, in 
honor of Bacchus, the Greek god vf 
wine_ The Bacchanalia added a writers 
platform to the program. 
Distinguished authors such as Donald 
Finkel, author of "A Joyful Noise"; 
and John Gardner, author of "The 
Resurrection" ; were some to par-
tic~te_ 
The 1970 Bacc'1analia ended with the 
University closmg down on May 12 due 
to student riots. 
The 1971 celebration, called Alter-
native 71, inciuded SIU Pal'achute Club 
demo!'trations, bands and an Arena 
concert featuring the rock group 
Chicago. 
1973 to 1979 were the "lost years" in 
Springfest history. The Obelisk 
yearbook ct!ascd publication from 1973 
to 1982. When the yearbook resumed 
publi~ation, it made no mention of the 
event. 
Various spring activities were held 
during this time, but they did not in-
clude Greek or student organizational 
participation. During these years, 
musical productions by the students 
and the Miss Southern contest disap-
peared. 
The 19805 brought Springfest back 
with a vengeance. Activities included 
plays, concerts, arts and craft sales, 
student organization demoru.trations 
and competitions, carnival rides and 
firework displays. 
In 1984, Spr __ .gfest was combined 
with the Cardboard Boat Regatta, 
spring football scrimmage and the 
Lion's Club Pancake Day. 
Springfest remained the same 
throughout the 1980s. In 1987, a petting 
zoo was added to the activities. 
The 1987 Springfest brought 
numerous arrests for underage 
drinking, fighting and indecent ex-
posure. The Rape Action Committee 
reported four rapes during the 
weekend. 
In 1988, the Student Programming 
Council reported that more than 24,000 
attended. the festival. 
After the 1988 Springfest. the Cani-
board Boat Regatta was changed to a 
weekend different from Springfest. 
H.all()ween first for fame, 
but Springfest still No.1 
By Jeanne Bickler 
Staff Writer 
When people who do not attend SIU-C 
think of one of Carbondale's out-
standing events, many think of the 
Halloween celebration. But there is 
another celebration every year that 
draws much higher praise from faculty 
and students. 
Springfest trounced Halloween as the 
favorite event at SIU, according to 
administrators, faculty and students 
interviewed. 
"Of course I like Springfest better 
because it is a Urjversity sponsored 
event (unlike Halloween)," SIU-C 
president John C. GU~lon said. "It's 
better for the University image." 
Bill Hall, Undergraduate Student 
Government president, said, "I like 
Springfest a lot better. For the past few 
years I haven't even gone to 
Halloween. It's too dangerous to have 
more than one or two beers. I never can 
relax enough_" 
Hall said witnessing frequent fights 
and drunkeness made him realize just 
how important it was to have sober 
people at Halloween_ 
"Tbe;atm~ is totally different 
at Springfest,' Hall said, "There are a 
lot more smiles at Springfest." 
Joan Bhattacharyya, associate 
professor of community development, 
said, "Springfest is less mad than 
Halloween. I like them both, but they 
are two very different things_ 
Springfest is more of a time to be 
'The weather is nicer and it's 
nia! to go to the lake and 
watch the regatta. There's 
rrwT'e activities going on to 
tch " wa . 
-Jeff Williams 
mellow and eat hot dogs." 
Some students agreed that 
Springfest was more fun than 
Halloween. 
"I like the weather. I always have a 
better time there," Tim Goff, ~unior in 
architecture, said, 
. ~'Tbe wea tiler is nicer and it's nice to 
go to the lake "nd watcb the regatta. 
There's more· activities going on to 
watcll- Plus the atmosphere is more 
casual-and relaxed,>:' Jeff Williams, 
______________ . jurtioi~biologicalscieoces,said. 
'TIre atmosphere is tntally 
different at Springf~: There 
Ore a rot more smiles. " 
-Bill Hall 
Hall also said he was pleased to see 
that the University administration 
realizes the distinction between 
Halloween and Springiest and does not 
find it necessary to ban alcohol at 
sP:!~t;~t~ h'!ve a few beers and still 
have It good ~lme." Hall said. 
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. "It'~ full to go and, bang out bytbe 
bP.ndIi;~~~ StepbaoieAlley, junior in 
interior: design, saii. "It's a great 
plaCe to go and be with friends and 
enJoy·the weather." ; 
"I like it because it's more laid back -
more things to do," Brian Casey, 
sophomore in business administration,. 
said. 
Lori Torbeck, undecided sophmore, 
was also undecided on this question. "I 
like Halloween and Springfest both the 
5.lme. I wouldn't care if we didn't have 
either of them," she said. 
~ 
Short time 
Louie Pukelis 01 Chicago, left, Greg Powicbroski, middle, and Bed Joaes of 
New Ymk, eDjoy Jast;year's Springfest in frcmtofthe baBon~ statue of 
Delyte M.Jrris. 
_We're st.acldng the deck in ~ fawr;'WrthSuper SDk 
Tty a SuperBMT. a Super Club,. Super Combo or your favorite 
Subway sub as a Super Sub~:and get twice the meat ... 
Crammed On fresh baked bred andjamrDed with free fi.x;iD,'s. 
Only at Subway~ There's nothing else like it. 1 
pELIVERYHOURS -==~' Qfm . 
11 am-2pml5prn-11pm ..DII.,..,~l1am-Midnight 
Mon_-Sat. Sun.~Thurs, 
All Day Sunday 11am-2aril Fri_ & Sat $~o~~~~:~m @aiij:P!I;\9 : No Checks Please __ _ • _____ __ 
Grand Avenue Mall Carbondale 549-4020 
I 
No Glass Containers 
No Underage Drinking 
No Kegs 
No Pets 
AmlA 
"I'-'<'(".~," Responsible 
Drinker? 
EAT before or while drinking, pt'ef".ably high protein, non-salty snacks? 
SIP drinks for enjoyment. nat gulp them fot" effect? 
DRINK to accompany other &OCIai activities rather than "just" drink? 
KNOW my personal limits and stid< to them? 
PACE my drinks at the .ate of ont', not more than ~, p"r hour? 
REFUSE to be pt'essured into drinking more th .... , want to? 
FEEl. comfortable saying, "No, thlUIks" or "rd rather have orange juice?" 
RESPECT tho.ie who choose Dot to driDk, whatever their re"""os? 
INFORM myseJf about alcohol's effects? 
REFRAIN &om driving after drinking and PREVENT others from doing so? 
Stop by the 
SOS/ 
Don't Drink And Drive 
Drink In Designated Areas Only 
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- -SPRIN<7F€ST '89 
tSALUKI SAFARI' 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
NOON TO 7PM 
SATURDAY, APRIL 22, HHi9 
OLD MAIN MALL 
1. ~jon's ;.>ancake Breakfast 
F,,·" Forum Area 
7 eOam . 1 OOpm 
2. SIU-C Weight Ufting Club 
Bench Press Competlllon 
Faner Br.,ezeway 
g'Of'"m . 9:00am (Weigh ,ns in 
Student Center) 
10:ooam . 12 noo" Bench Press 
Competition 
3. Main Stage 
9. Marrion Din;ng Services; food Tent 
Old Main Ma!l Ar8a 
The Lion's Rib $1 75 
The Baboon (Chceschurger) 1 50 
The Chimp (Ha",to~·:. or) 1 25 
The Wart Hog (RrAL'u.s!) 1 50 
The Salurj (Hot Dog) 1.00 
Polato Salad 50 
Jumbo Cookie 75 
Chips <;u 
16 oz Soft d"n~ 100 
10. Marrlol~ DIning Service: Main Meal Deal 
North Side Old Main Mall Old Main Mall: Shryock Stalfs 
1 :OOpm . Dion PaYlon 
3:00pm· Fishbone 
Residence HaP. .,udent can use their reguldl' meal ticket 
to purchase this meal. 
4. Side Stage 
Browne Auditorium 
11. "The Oasis" Juice Bar 
12 noon • Up Sync KindE 
1 :3Opm • "Simon Sez" Show 
3 'OOpm . Comedian Tom Anzalone 
4:30pm· 6:00pn Win, lose, or Draw 
Old Main Mall- Near Anthony 
1:00pm - 7:00pm 
Blue Monkey, .Jungle Jammer, 
Pink. Elephant, ~a"'ri Cooler C5()~) 
12. FOR Inc.lPepsi 
5. Student Stage 
Free Forum Area 
12:00 noon· Diet Chrisl 
1 :30· Fl.sebox 
3:00pm. Missing Van Gogh's 
4 :30pm • Faces In The Wood 
6:OOpm·"Ii" 
6. Carnlva' Rides 
Free Forum Parking lot 
; 2 noon· 5:uOpm 
4 Adult Rides and 2 Childr,,', Hides 
(25¢ per ride) 
7. Registered Student Organization Booths 
010 Main Mall 
Play games, test your skills. win a prize. 
8. Arts and Craft Sate 
ClId Ma.n Mall Area 
12:00 noon - 7:00pm 
Students and local crafters will display and 
sell their wares. 
Anti·Drunk DriVing Campaign 
Old Main MaU 
Program indudes: handouts, 
slides & films. l)emonstration 
Breath-a-lizer presented by J~.QIl 
County Sheriff, Seae1ary 01 Slate, 
CarbonOaIe Police & SlU-C PoIicB. 
ilia r:=I t::3 DESIGNATED DRII~KING AREA 
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RULES FOR SAlUKI SAFARI 
BOARD GAME: 
YOU WILL NEED 
·A La 
- PeMies or buttons for playing pieces 
TO PLAY 
- Ea~h Player gets $25 to slaft You must 
roll a 111 to begin. More your piece 
TO WIN around the board, taking turns. 
- The winner is the playH who gets nome 
with the most points and mcney. $5 is 
aqua' to 2 points. 
ACCIDENT 
GO TO 
HOSPITAl 
DESIGNATED 
DHIVER 
+4 
STOP!! 
IF YOU HAVE BEE." 
TO JAIL - YOU MUST 
RETURN TO COURT 
SPACE 3 TIMES 
~"Wittl :;~E~ 
. ,~ SPRINGFEST SAFETY RULES • GIJ 
1. NO GLASS CONTAINERS 4. DON'T DRINKAND DRIVE .. ~BC I 2. NO KEGS 5. NO PETS ,r~"'-d) I • 3. NO UNDERAGE DRINKING 6. DRINK RESPONSIBLY .; \.~ 
3ETOUT _ REMEMBER TO DRINK IN DESIGNATED AREAS ONLY! _ fu[ more mfo 536-3393 
ROUTE 51 NORTH -+ 
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Hunting Sleeve to return to Carbondale 
By Wayne Wallace 
Entertainment Editor 
Springfest fever will spread to 
Rompers Saturday night when the 
Slamming Watusis and Hunting Sleeve 
take the stage for an evening of raw 
energy, wacky humor and first-rate 
musicianshipatlO p.m. 
Sponsored by Concep.t Concerts of 
Carbondale, the show will be opened by 
IRS recording artists Hunting Sleeve, a 
Boston-based band composed entirely 
of former SIU-C students. 
Saxophonist Brian Overall, drummer 
Jeff Townsend, bassist Terry Flechs 
and lead guitarist Martin Vaughan left 
Carbondale two years ago to pursue a 
career in the Boston music scene. 
During its years as a bar band on the 
strip, Hunting Sleeve became notorious 
for performing its own material, a mix 
of blues, punk, country and v.estern, 
new wa ve and soul. 
The group is currently finishing up 
an album produced by Lou Giordano. 
who also produced the "Christmas" LP 
for IRS and Bob "Husker Du" Mould's 
solo album. 
"Horsewoman," Hunting Sleeve's 
first single, received considerable 
airplay on radio stations throughout 
the Boston area. 
The Slamming Watusis, Epic 
recording artists, are currently sup-
porting "Kings of Noise," a just-
released album that closely follows the 
band's self-titled 1988 debut. 
The Watusis have shared the stage 
with such greats as Iggy Pop, the 
Godfathers, the Red Hot Chili Peppers 
IlOd Jane's Addiction. 
Cover for the two bands is $2. 
ComiaoyOCC"DOOptOGlKleo:Ui 
Hunting Sleeve, a fJrmer Carbondale band, will open for tl:.e Slamming 
Watusis Stturday at11ompers. 
Ipso Facto to hit 
.Fest on Saturday 
By Wayne Wallace 
Entertainmen· F.ditor 
Spring fever sweeps through nation; 
scientists describe the phenomenon 
An eight-piece reggae band 
that sold out a concert here in 
December 1987 will rock Saluki 
partygoers at 1 p.m. Saturday on 
the Springfest Mainstage. 
Ipso Facto, which has opened 
shows for Ziggy Marley and 
UB40, will perform a ~o-hour se~ 
as the opening act for FlShbone. 
Ipso Facto is currently working 
on a new album due out in July, 
with four tracks to be produced 
by ex-Police menllJer Stewart 
Copeland. 
Glen Phillips, SPC Consorts 
director, said the Minneapolis 
band is replacli'lg Dion Payton 
and the 43rd Stre~t Blues Band, 
who were originally booked to 
:IT.~n for Fishbone but canceled. 
Scripps Howard Newo Service 
I can't even have a good case of 
spring fever in peace. 
I'll have to admit to, instead of spring 
fever, "a physiological response to the 
increased intensity and d:rration of 
vernal sunlight as measured by the 
brain." 
That's how Dr. Norman Rosenthal, 
director of seasonal studies at the 
National Institute of Mental Health, 
describes the phenOmell'ln commo111y 
known as "sprmg fever." This is after 
years of study and research. 
"Poets have written for centurit:S 
about the effects of spring," said 
Rosenthal in a New York Times story. 
"They have known, for example, that 
sex drives _nd energy levels surge for 
many people in the spring. But we are 
only now beginning to understand why 
that is." 
~ TJIj> cYl"~W.u>t /Vee,&l(d 
I Pallrt 71e 7OtflI( 
A<I>E 
ql"eei/ 
ATU 
AX 
AEn 
Guzall's has the 
largest selection of 
customized GREEK Be 
S.I.U. Jackets, T-Shirts, 
and Sweats. 
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I suppose it's useful to understand 
these things, and as a scholarly pursuit 
I suppose the study of spring fever is as 
legitimate as a lot of things we could 
think of. 
In l?yman's terms, what Rosenthal 
is telling us is what we already knew 
from eommon sense: We're real happy 
to see the sunshine, the days lengthen 
anowe world seem brighter generally, 
particularly with budding trees and 
flowers. 
We're so happy to be shedding our 
winter doldrums, the cobwebs of 
grayness, the dust of winter hiberation, 
that we are fairly exuberant. Like 
butterflies from the cocoon, we spread 
our wings in anticipation of the new 
season. 
In short, we're ready for a change of 
pace - and for each of us spring fever 
will manifest itself in different ways. 
We may be energetic. or 
lackadaisical, active or pensIve, 
ambitious or reflective - or all those 
things at once.. _ . 
We may be inclined to JOng walks.m 
the greening woods or long, qwet 
periods in the porch swing. 
We may attack spring cleaning - or 
put it off 'til fall. 
We may work furiously in the yard 
planting new flowers or just sit back 
and watch the old ones come to bloom. 
In spring, our fancys turn ... well, to 
whatever strikes our fancy. 
When we say to our co-workers, .a<; 
we are wont, "I have a good case of 
spring fever today," they always kno-..v 
what we mean because chances are 
they have one, too. We don't have to 
explain in physiological terms. We just 
accept it &8 a common affliction. 
~~'tlMltA~S® t':+ '--~ 
SA_------ .--\tifRODUCG\fl NT 
fRESt' - BfiltED 
MUffINS 
Mmmuffios! Noyt you can enjoy the biggest, yummiest, 
fruitiest fresh-baked muffins In town ••• choose from our 
fresh-baked BLUEBERRY, APPLE-5TREUSEL, BANANA 
NUT, and CRANBERRY NUT MUFFINS. bursting with fresh 
fwit and flavor. Try our RAISIN BRAN MUFFINS chucked full 
of raisins. If we can't tempt you with these, we'll surprise 
you with cur featured "MUFFIN OF THE MONTH"-
CHOCOLATE CHIP, a new taste each month. We know we'll 
find one you can't resist. If we already have, use the coupon 
below and enjoy a free small drink with the muffin of your 
choice. 
rF1iElfSMALL-jjRiNir~-l 
'zReceive a small drink when you purchase : <1 
Qany giant BLUEBERRY, APPLE-STREUSEL. • • • 0 
§;BANANA NUT, CRANBERRY, RAISIN or ..:' ~ 8 THE "MUFFIN OF THE MONTH" at regular CINNAMON ~ 
I price($1.2S). SAM'S· I 
I "Beller Than Homemade" I 
I Good only at Univc' ;ty Mall expires 4-30-89 I L _______________________________ ~
Fishbone uses 'controlled anarchy' in music 
From press releases contest sponsored by the American 
Keeping things a little dangerous. "'ilm Institute. 
That's just the Fishbone way. THE BAND'S first "Bone in the 
While other artists resurrect bubble U.S.A." tour also drew accolades :rom 
gum tunes like "Venus" or "I Think fans and critics arlte, all greatly an-
We're Alone New," Fishbone fashions ticipatingFishbone'sLPdebut. 
a version of Curtis Mayfield's "In Your Face" came in 1986 and 
"FI-eddie',;; Dead." sparked another successful U.S. tour 
The Ol:ispoken sextet, known for with the Beastie Boys. 
their onstage chaos and effusive blend The band's abilities crossed into film 
of rhythm and blues, hot t.orns and when it performed "Jamaica Sky" 
speed mo;tal, will appear at the with Anne<t.e F!.UJicello in the 1987 
Springfest Mainstage at 5 p.Il1. summer m. lie "Back to the Eeach." 
Saturday in front of Shryock Fishbone also showed up in a few 
Auditorium. other films, including the up...aming 
The band, Yihich will appear cour- "Tape Heads," Tommy Chong's "Far 
It>sy of the St.udent Programming Out, Man," and United Artists""I'mo 
Council, is cu -rently on a college tour Git U Sucka." 
supporting "Truth and Soul," their The band also appears in music 
latest album, according to Glen videos of such diverse artists as Boz 
Phillips, SPC Consorts Director. Skaggs, the Ramones and Hank 
Fishboile has grown up a lot since its Williams, Jr. 
explosive 1985 EP de~.t "Party at A 1987 Christmas EP titled "It's a 
Ground Zero" and premiere 1~5 Wonderful Life" was a foresbadowing 
album "In Your Face." , ,':.' of the intCil&~ music Fishbone recorded 
The band's members may have been for the oew aib'uTI and was ac-
labeled child prodigies not too long ago, companied by a vidtO commissioned 
but the band has been together for by M-TV. 
nearly a decade. 
FlSHBONE'S MANY U.S. TV ap-
FIRST FORr.iED as a junior high pearances brought the group even 
school garage band, the members of wieleI' exposure, and tours to Europe 
Fishbone IT eto,l the oUt> thattook them and Japan expanded its international 
from their neighborhood into the appeal. 
suburbs as part of Los Angeles' school As for the group's longevity, 
integration program. drummer Norwood Fisher attributes it 
At home, they were raised on jazz, to "separate dresc;ing rooms." 
rhythm and blues and funk. In the 
valley they were exposed to surf music, Says Fisher, "We know we car, fight 
punk and reggae, helping to fuse the with each other, but we're at thi! point 
band's current musical style. where we're over each other's humps." 
By 1982, Fishbone was performing "We really and truly are a fam;1y," 
professionally, perfecting its ollstage AngeluMoore, lead singer, said. 
frenzy and gaining hordes of fan::, both They call themselves the coalition 
black and white. against tradition. "We try to break 
The band's debut vinyl release harriers in music," guitarist Kendall 
"Party at Ground Zero" brought in- Jones said, "and tr-i to get p...~le :.0 
stant acclaim. accept more than being l'poonfed 
Fishbone's premiere video, "Modern Whitney Houston." 
Industry," was part of a video exhibit All members have reached the age 21 
at the Museum of Modern Art i:l New and can be tried as adults should they 
~~~kf~~;~ ~d:o !t=~~: eid: ~~~ charged with inciting people to 
Pharo Courtesy ofSPC 
Fishbone will perform at 5 pm. Saturday on the Springfest Mainst8~ in 
front of 3hryock Auditorium. 
Just below the good times anarcby is 
a group of intelligent young men who 
have something important to say. 
FISHnONE'S ANGER, sharp as a 
surgic;.l knhe, is wielded with a 
surge an's skill, according to record 
re/iews. 
"Truth and Soul" is its latest 
Opei-atUlg theater, and society is the 
patient 
Fishbone ~sn't promising the patient 
will survive, but one thing's for ;:ertain, 
the bar,d will throw a heck of a party at 
the funeral. 
"Trut:l and Soul" makes a series of 
pointed musical and socials ta tements. 
"We wanted to capture the feeling of 
Fishbone live," guitarwt Kendall Jones 
said. "Our energy is so intense now, 
and this LP brought everything 
together." 
"This is the most focused record 
we've made," Fisher added. "The 
humor is more focused and so are the 
serious points." 
Don't Honlctly 
Around. 
liang Oat fit 
Franl(i~s! 
Coconut ~lum Runners:J~ .. ~ ~ 
'I[) $2.25 -~t' 
*Svrved in a r~al coconut! 
refills $1.25 
Springfest, Regatta split causes optimism 
By Megan Hauck 
StaffWriter 
Although the Great Cardboard Boat 
hegatta no longer will be part of 
Springfest artivities, most area 
mt'l'Chants are opHmistic that the 
cha:;~e won't hurt business. 
Springfest net~ in profit 
Ken Holding, manager of T!mes 
Square Liquors in Cari>?ndale, said he 
anticip.ites an increase m. busmess for 
both '.¥eekends, but S81d that the 
w~~end of the Regatta will be less 
promising than Springfest weekend. 
In past years, tlJe Regatta and 
SpJ:"'l.Ilg!est were scheduled on the same 
day. Tr.is year, Springfest activ'.ties 
are sc-bcduled ior April 22. The Boat 
Rega t;a will !w conducted the following 
weekend. 
Jim Prowe-ll, executive director of 
the Carbondale Chamber of Com-
merce, said the change could make for 
two Oays of exceptional business rather 
thano!le. 
"The nUOt;,er of !llose attending the 
events tJuooughout the day will 
probably change, although we're not 
sure how," be said. 
Last year, the SIU Police Depart-
ment estimated attendance lit about 
5000, Prowell said. However. the 
c!>airperson of the Student 
Progl'ammi~ Council estim~ted at-
tendance closer to~OOO, be said. 
Prowell estimated last year's crowd 
at 15,000 to 2u,OOO. 
Prowell said the average daytime 
visitor typically spends about $25 
during Springfest.. Overnight visitors 
average$lll,he said. 
~.y M~'l8n Hauck 
StaffWnter 
Revenue generated by on-
campus Springfest activities 
indicate the yearly celebration to 
he a profitable one. 
Don Castle, assistant coor-
dinator of the Univ"!rsity 
Programming Office, said money 
collected from carnival rides and 
concession sales help pay for the 
cost ofSpriniPest. 
Fees granted to the Springfest 
Comm:.~~ by the UndergradUate 
Student Government, the 
Graduate Professional Student 
Council and various campus 
departmen~ totaled $9,727 for 
Spring£est '89, he said. 
lit nominal fee of 25 cents ~r 
carninl ride pays only one-thIrlt 
of the C08t of the rides, or '1,000, 
Prowell said the idea behind the split 
is to make crowd control more feasible. 
"I'm all for it," he said. "I think it'll 
make for a safer Springiest if nothing 
else." 
Castle said. 
Juic~ bar sales at 25 cents per 
drink. also contribute to income 
generatt'd by thP. festivities, 
Castle said. 
Money collected from T-shirt 
sales pays for the cost of 
producing the shirts, he said. 
Free entertainment provided 
by professional artists on the 
main and side stages is paid for 
Spring£est funds. Entertainment 
on the student stage in the fr~ 
forum area aeross from OIcl Main 
Mall is provided by student 
groups free-of-charge. 
Income also is generated by the 
annual Doc Spackman Memorial 
Triathlon. Schedu}f!d for 8 a.m. on 
Satlrday, the event is in itJJ fifth 
year. 
Entry fees totaled about $2,500 
last year. 
Area merchants are looking at the 
change as a possible blessing in 
disguise. Mas!. agree that business 
could increase for two weekends in-
stead af the usual one. 
"Business increases by about 10 
percent on the Saturday of Springfest," 
Holding said. "I'd say business for both 
weekends ( combined) will he bet+.er 
than what one weekend used to be." 
The manager of La Roma's Pizza in 
Carbondale, Jim Tomlianovich, sa~d 
although the chang", probably will 
draw more people than in past years, 
the weekend of Springfest won't be as 
~it could make for two fairly decent 
weekends," Tomlianovich said. "It 
might backfire, too, because the people 
who come just to see the Boat Regatta 
are only going to come for one 
weekend." 
Tomlianovich said business in-
creases at La Roma'lI Pizza by about 25 
~t d.in1ng a typical Sprtngfest 
weekend. 
Not all of the merchants are 0p-
timistic about the change. 
"They've taken Halloween and now 
this one," Jeff OdanielL manager of 
Westroad Liquors in Carbondale, said. 
"It's making a negative impact on Wi-
that's for sure." 
Regatta still alive after policy changes 
By Marc Blumer 
SreffWritec 
The Great Cardboard Boat Regat!:a 
has emergeo healthy, but very dif-
ferent after a seven month roller 
coaster ride-of changes that th ... eaten~'<I 
the race's future. 
The changes sta!'ted last summer, 
when the University Programming 
Office decided to split up Springfest 
and the regatta into two o$eperau; 
weekends. This decision was made 
Coors 
Reg., Light & Gotd 
$4.69 12rkom; 
because the office felt the large 
number of people attending the two 
eve:\ts were creating a safty hazard. 
In early Feburary,the SiD Alumni 
ASSOCiation, which had sponsored the 
event, pulled out due to a lack of 
available funds. 
Richard Archer, founder of the 
event, spent two weeks furiously 
searching for a sponsor, until 
University President John C. Guyon 
agreed to fund the race through his 
office and the Office of Academic 
Michelob 
Reg. & Dry 
$2.996pkNRS 
.EB.I.lMY - HIGH ENERGY DANCE NiGHT 
party with ROMPERS 
3 For 1 ALL Weekend! 
Mixed Drinks & Drafts 
SATURDAY-EPIC RECORDING ARTIST 
~ Slammi~hWatasi Special Guest _ , _ bad<. !rom Boston !he Return of ~ Hunting Steeve 
Affairs on Feb. 22. 
How~ver, Guyon agreed to fund the 
race as an "extension of an academic 
department and not as a promotion." 
Archer uses the designing of the boats 
as a project for hh; classes in the School 
of Art and Design. 
Therefore, many changes were in-
stituted in the ra('{;. 
Robert Harris, security director for 
SlU-C, said: "We are going to have 
people around the erea checking for 
alcOhol. At each enterance, we are 
going to check coolers and those people 
with alcohol will not be permitted to 
comein." 
Also, changes were made in the in-
terest of safety regarding race 
regulations and boat design. 
Among the new rules was a limit on 
the n~ of paticipants per boat, 
which can now only hold 10 people. 
All partiCipants mu. . t now he visibI.;! 
to the judges, and there will he no more 
than 24 participants in the water at any 
given time. 
I 
G 
Eat fast at lasH And eat hea,iy tool Visit 
Zipps for the world's greatest 99« burger, 
crispy fries, 
terrific chili and 
Coke! 
Zipps. Yo 
goffa love it! 
709 S. ILLINOIS 
0..--
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Freshman Scott Gabbert, bere 
shown banding off to junior Chu~ 
can beat a lot of people." 
Coming into practice for the fall 
season, Smith said it will be important 
that everyone on the team has had a 
good dose of the pro-set. 
"We want to have the entire system 
taught or at least introduced by then," 
Smith said. "That is so we have an 
encycl~ia of football to work with. If 
we can accomplish the introduction 
part, we have accomplished a lot in the 
spring." 
Smith said a second goal is building 
strong relationships between the 
coaches and players, something that is 
well on the way to becoming a reality. 
"The last two weeks, I plan to meet 
individually with the players," Smith 
said. "I have put it off on purpose so we 
Micro-Mart 
816 E. Main B-1 
Ij~I-=ali;~ Carbondale Call: (618) 457-4663 Toll Free: 1-800-876-Byte 
Ia Store Hrs. Mon-Sat 9am - 7pm 
Express 1 0 Complete Computer Package 
$1095 
Express Turbo 10XT Printer Citizen 1200 
Software Packages 
Joystick and Mitsi Mouse 
Accessories 
r .... JE .. RB ..... =.~~ .. ~:UW:.ISEK '-
.' :·::.·.BATI'LE·OF THE BARS .. 
.... ; .. : . to Benefit . 
Llv.~.·,OJ ~ Drink. 
Specials ;{:~s "~s.l-
.... :~. 
Sunday, April 23, 11:00 AM - 8:30 PM 
Drawing for "Bud Beach Survival Kit" At 9:00 PM 
(Valued At over $100.(0) 
Come Out And Cheer The Teams On To Vieto",! 
, 201 N. Washington 529-3322 ~ 
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Harmke, will return next season to 
play for SIU-C. 
have been out on the field together and 
will have more things to talk about. " 
The third goal Smith has set for the 
spring is having fun on the field during 
practice. 
"I think we are right now," Smith 
said. "There have been positive 
comments from the players about what 
we are doing right now." 
The Salukis will have the bulk of its 
offensive atta. It returning from the 
1988 season. Fullbacks Chuck Harmke, 
Marvin Billups and Ken Parks will all 
return, along with quarterbacks Fred 
Gibson and Scott Gabbert, who shared 
playing time throughout the year. 
Returning at the receiving spots will 
be Wesley Yates, Rob Derricotte, 
Ransom Funchess and Chontal Brown. 
By JeH Lenihan 
Scripps Howard News Service 
Forget the big salarit!S, the sex 
scandals, the drug problems and 
the changing interpretations of 
the balk rule. 
The sport of baseball has a 
bigger I'roblem, one that could 
~~~~n: :~~fI!:e~ know it -
The prevailing feeling among 
players past and present is that 
the flake - the off-the-wall 
personality with a refreshing 
knack for going against the grain 
and a blatant disregard for public 
opinion - is going the way of the 
three-fingered glove and the 25-
man roster. 
It has not necessarily become 
unfashionable to be flaky. In-
stead, players have chosen to be 
more serious and more business-
like. 
Today's player is much like a 
one-man corporation with his 
image, reputation and en-
dorsement future weighing most 
beavily on his mind. 
Players no longer feel safe 
allowmg their personalities to 
sbow througb. Instead, they seem 
most concerned with conforming 
- and making sure they don't 
muddy the waters. ._ 
This trend disturbs some of the 
pme's more notable characters, 
including Jay Johnstone. 
"The number of free spirits is 
declining," Johnstone says. 
"There's fewer and fewer of them 
outtbere." 
Your Feet Never 
Felt This Good 
Unless you walk barefoot in the grass a lot 
you may find it hard to imagine life in our 
shoes. Birkenstock sandals and shoes cup. 
cushion and comfort every inch of your . 
foot with gentle support for your arches 
and room to stretch your toes. You oWe it to 
'\IOUf" feet to try them. Birkenstock. H fO'I •. 
1mew what they felt like, you'd be v.earinQ 
them now. . 
... ~~~[ 
.. Sbawnee T"ails 
Campus Shopping Center 
222 W. Freeman 
529-2313 
f~ .... 1 ~J 
• 
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Doc Spackman Triathlon start date nearing 
Contest for anyone; not just the serious athletes 
Bf Doug Toole 
Staff Writer 
If you're looking for an alternative to 
watching cartoons on Saturday mor-
ning, the 6th annual J)oc Spackman 
Memorial Triathlon is for you. 
This year's triathlon will take place 
at 8 a.m. Saturday from Campus 
BE'ach. Events will include a quarter-
mile swim, a 6.2 mile bike race and a 
two mile run. 
The event, which is sponsored bv the 
Office of Intramural Sports and TOuch 
of Nature, is held w honor of Robert 
"Doc" Spackman, who worked as an 
athletic traineratSW-Cfor27years. 
'The ~ is good forpoeple 
who want to make a 
competition out of it, but it's 
alro good for proplejust 
trying to find their perso".al 
best." 
. -Kathy Hollister 
Kathy Hollister, coordinator of in-
tramural recreational sports and 
The event commemorates 
Spackman's spirit of 
doing your best while 
having a good time. 
director of the triatholoD; s3id the 
event commemorates Spackman's 
spirit of doing your best while having a 
good time. 
Hollister said the event isn't as 
strenuous as most triathlons, and 
many view. it as a "triathlon sprint." 
She said the event is open to anyone, 
not just serious athletes. 
"The race is good for people who 
want to make a competition out of it, 
but it's also good for people just trying 
to find their pel'Ponal best," she said. 
Awards will be given to the top two 
male and female athlel.e'i overall, and 
to the top three athletes in each of the 
live age divisions for men and five age 
divisions for women. 
Hollister said the current records for 
nest times have been set by Pam 
Quarenghi for women, who ran iI. in 42 
minutes and 23 seconds, and by David 
Peterson for men, in 32 minutes and 40 
seconds. Peterson has already signed 
Daily FcJptian File Pboto 
Cmnpetitor number 88 grabs a shot 
of water while J.,eginning the final 
running leg of the Doc Spackman 
triathalon. 
up for this years triathlon. 
Those interested in signing up for the 
triathlon can do so at the information 
. desk in the Student Recreation Center 
until 4 p.m. on Friday. The entrance fee 
Daily F'.QptiaD File Photo 
dDD Bradb.'d. quicldy gets ready for 
the biking leg d the Doc Spackman 
Memorial 'lriathlon. 
is $6. After that, the fees will be $10, 
which can be paid at the Rec Center or 
on Campus Beach the day of the event. 
Registration will take place at 6:30 
a.m. Saturday at Campus Beach. 
Baseb,atl: Discovering new, remembering old 
By Mark Patlnkln 
Providence Journal 
The young man briefly considered 
going to opening day. but decided be 
wasn'tinterested. It would be a hassle 
to get tickets, drive into Boston, fight 
the crowds. He hadn't been to a major 
league game in years. There are things 
in life you have to move on from, he'd 
decided, and baseball was one. 
The day after the game, he did not 
think he'd even bother reading about it. 
But he did end up glancing at the sports 
page. He did begin to read - about the 
crowds, the ritual, the beginning of 
spring; about the greeness of the 
diamond, the vendors of peanuts, the 
smell of cigars. He read about fathers, 
and about sons, and that is what began 
to bring it back. 
His own father had introduced the 
young man to this world. They would 
take the Outer Drive from their house 
in Chicago, along the lake, turning west 
toward the great cathedral, Comiskey 
Park, home of the White Sox; home of 
Nellie Fox of second base fame, whose 
cheek always bulged with an enormous 
wad of tobacco, so the young man, too, 
would fill his own jaw with six pieces of 
Bazookabubblegum so his cheek would 
bulge, as well. 
That, he was convinced, would make 
him a better snagger of ground balls, a 
key skill for his own future; he had 
every intention of growing up to be 
Nellie Fox. 
The parking lots were littered with 
junk and glass, and the neighborhoods 
around the great cathedral were not 
good neighborhoods, but the young 
man was never afraid there; this was 
baseball, a unifier of all races and 
classes. 
Then they were inside, swept by 
crowds along the concrete ramps, 
stopping to buy cone-like cartons of 
popcorn which, w~n finished, could be 
turned around and used as bullhorns. 
Scripps Howard News Service .;' 
,. _____ ... _____________________________ .... 4"." 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 PM 
Saluki Safari Specials 
Speedrail Pitchers Imported Beers Blended ·Safari 
(6 Shots) Drinks 
$4.75 $1.25 $1~·80 
IIBeer Specials" 
All Weekend Long 
Celebrate Springfest At Southern Illinois' Largest, Hottest New Dance Emporium! 
760 E. Grand Ave. 457-2259 
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By Tracy Sargeant 
Staff Writer 
Imagine a steamy densely foliated 
jungle. The humidity is so high that the 
Pl:rspiration hangs on your skin like 
lello on a spoon. 
The sun's rays flIter through the tree-
top canopy. casting a sickly greenish-
yellow light on everything and causiug 
dark shadows to dance on the le~f 
covered floor. The shadows make the 
ground appear teeming with squirming 
life. Overhead, exotic birds scream out 
and wild animals tnrash through the 
thick underbrush. 
Several men dressed in khaki, 
carrying canteens ard other assorted 
survival gear, fight their way through 
the narly twisted vines and ground 
cover. Machetes are used to clear the 
'way inch by greuling lDch. The men 
pause only to check their backsides for 
head-bunting cannibals. Tensions run 
high as unidentifiable animals 
scamper into deeper cover. 
THEN ALL of a sudden ... 
Is this a typical safari? Well not 
really. 
Although safaris are somewhat 
stereotypical in theory of what you see 
on TV, they can vary in many ways. 
"You can be part of a group, or they 
can be individulized. You can also 
change the nature of the ac-
comodations," Lee Drickamer, 
chairperson of the Zoology depart-
ment,said. 
Lee has been on several &lfaris, 
incluaing ones to Kenya and Tanzania 
on the eastern coast of Africa, and the 
Outback of Australia. 
"You can stay in lodges or tented 
camps. Tented camps are in between a 
real lodge and a kind of backwoods 
camping (an individual) might do," he 
said. 
THERE ARE several dozen lodges 
loca td in Keny<t and Tanzania. 
"That's where most of the people 
stay'" he said. 
When asked if there are any real 
dangers when camping, Lee said that 
in certain parts of Africa, there are 
many large predatory animals that can 
be a problem and elephants may be 
likely to trarol)le over Y:)Ul" campsite. 
"In that rase you use a pop-top or 
tent-topcampt>.r," he said. 
"There are, nowever, a number of 
big cats ff'r which a young child can be 
fair game, and if threatened, (the cat) 
will attack an adult. But most of the 
cats, unless they are very hungry, will 
a void a large human, .. he said. 
"BlIt that's so rare in relative terms, 
often it is blown way out of por-
portion," hesaid. 
UNLESS THE animal is provoked or 
intimidated there should be no danger, 
hesaid. 
Although problems with African 
animals are rare, it hi much eaiser to 
camp in Australia, he said. 
"Probably the only ,'cal threatening 
thing woulti be snakes," he said. 
Sometimes on safaris, unexpeeted 
In certain palts of Africa 
there are many large 
predntory aninuils that can 
be a problem and elephants 
rould trample your campsite. 
problems arise. 
"Unpaved roads can be a problem, 
primarily in Africa. When I was over 
there in the early 1980s there wasn't 
much ~vement otht"! than along the 
coast,' he said. 
"And things are always going 
wrong," Lee said. 
"For instance, in Africa, the most 
common occurences are flat tires on 
vehicles," Lee said. 
He recalled one situation when he 
was heJping jead a lecture groop in 
Africa. 
"Once or twice a day one of the five 
tour vehicles would get a flat. Even if 
we weren't going that far. Out of 38 01 
us in a 2O-day span, I was the only in-
dividual who was never in d vehicle 
with a flat tire, and we changed cars 
everyday," he said. 
He said CBs where vitaly important 
in situations like t;Jte flat tires and to 
keep in touch with the other people if 
they fell behind the group. 
" Also, you could describe where 
certain game were located in the 
bush," Lee said. 
BETWEEN UNPAVED roads and 
flat tires, dust is also a big annoyance, 
he said. 
Because of file dirt roads, the dust is 
extrarodinary, he said. 
'"I probably have some dust on the 
suitcases and things, even though that 
trip was three to hur years ago," he 
said. 
"It's also a big drawback with 
cameras. Se' 1raI sllldents bought new 
cameras an. didn't really pay at-
teution to some of the rules. Four 
different students' cameras went on 
them," he said. 
To prevent problems like that every 
thing is stored in zip lock and garbage 
bags, Lee said. 
WHEN ASKED about the kinds of 
food one was likely to get while out on 
the trails, Lee said, "When you are on 
safari the food isn't designed to be 
gourmet food. Most of what you eat on 
the road are box lunches made up at 
the lodges with things like bannanas, 
oranges, and hard sandwiches," he 
said. 
In some African resturaul1ts, sinr.e 
Airica wa!; a British colony, the f'>ad 
has a British flavor to it, he said. "You 
get things like stewed tomatoes," Lee 
said. 
Many places have Iimitd problems 
with poaching, he said. "1 didn't see 
any of that, you know that it's 
(poaching) goon." hesaid. 
In Australia, bmis bring high prices 
on the market. 
Bill's Ne"v Hill Liquor 
fuotJ 
(fuvL."Light t!t Extra Gold) ••••.••••••••••••• $2.49(bpk) 
~-c ........................................... $3.99n2pl<) 
5':llllrnm'$ COOLER ................... $ 2989(4pk) 
Gallo 
Blush Chablis •••••••.••.•••...•....... $ 2.697S0mI 
687-3211 
3 miles WEst of Midland's 
Corner of Old Rt. 1 3 & Rt. 1 27 
After the Salukis Safari, 
Come Monkey Around 
At 
Green Acres Golf 
Low Rates 
Weekdays - $4 for 9; $7.50 for 18 holes 
Weekends - $5 for 9; $9 for 18 holes 
Driving Range Open Every Day! 
Come li'y Tuesday Evening Scramble. 
RT. 148 S. Herrin 942-6816 
C~~IC~~S 
THURSDAY 
LADIES' NIGHT 
Free Champagne & Admission 
for all the Ladies 
Don't miss it guys. 
FRIDAY 
Something New at Coo Coo's 
Phone Tag - Be There 
~··U~··;;' .; ,J; 
. .. 
Happy Hour 5-8pm 
$0.00 For all Drinks & Food! 
SATURDAY 
I~~ WEEI(END DANCE 
PARTY 
Hottest Dance Club 
• 
And Videos in So. III. r JIfjr0 -::--=--=--~---~0 .~ 
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Bored of sailing? Daily Egyptian File Photo 
Danny Frankl catches some wind on his sail board at Crab 0rclJardLake. 
'Get ru"lked' among terms 
spicing up baseball season 
Scripps Howard News Service 
A list of hip slang to help spice up the 
~:~~is~s~~s~~~~~:~~ ~~ 
Paul Dickson. 
Apr.l Cobb: A rookie whc looks like 
Lbe next Ty Cobb for a short period of 
time. 
Baseball Annie: Generic name for 
unattached woman who favors the 
company of baseball players. 
Chinese home run: A derogatory 
term for home run hit over the portion 
of the outfield fence closest to home 
P~!!i 8: To hit the !ong ball, from the 
practice of dialing the number 8 on a 
hotel phone to get long distance. 
egg feast: Low scoring game; one 
with a lot of goose eggs on the 
scoreboard. 
frozen rope: A hard-hit line drive, s~ 
called because of the rigid path it 
takes. 
get naked: To bear dcwn. A pun ill 
the same class as bases dru· k for 
bases loaded. 
hoover: A highly adept infielder who 
sucks up ba tted balls in the m .. ':....~~r of a 
vacuum cleaner. 
i::e wagon: A slow player, one wiU, 
,.JAiCAI 
the labored movement of an ice wagon. 
Jesse James single: Hit that is 
allowed when a batted ball hits the 
um~\re. 
kittenbal1: One of the early names 
for softball. 
letter mailer: Casey Stengel's own 
term fora player who stayed outJate at 
night. It presumably stems from the 
time-honored excuse of curfew-
breakers who have been caught 
returning at a later hour: "Gee, I only 
went out to mail a letter." 
maggot: A club owner. Apparently a 
play on the word magnate. .. 
"Open the windo.v, Aunt Mmme, 
hero:! she comes'?": Pittsburgh radio 
sportscaster Rosey Roswell's 
trademark saluta tion for a home run. 
Picasso: A control pitcher. One who 
paints the black. 
quail silot: A pop fly that quickly 
drops in between fielders for a hil 
room service cheeseburger: A 
fastball right down the middle; a juicy 
offering. 
stair-stuffing: Process in which a 
pitcher throws a series of higher and 
higher pitches. The idea is to keep 
throwing pitches higher in the strike 
zone until the umpire calls a ball. 
EZiAl.J 
Ssl fhoto 
204 WEST FREEMAN 
CAMPUS S .... OPPING CENTER 
cAR90NO .... L.E. ILLINOIS 62StOl 
TEL. 618-528-203\ 
Buy Your film Now for A ~~~ .",r:~ Great Sprlngfest Weekend! ~l'~ 
~ AGfA 35mm Color Print film 
12 exp ...•••. $1.29 
24 exp .....• JL69 
LImit 3 Per Customer 
WHILE SUl"'PUES LAST 
I I WUUI"!WW' f't!IiWmw.f.J)~rf.J~UfiUUUIII' ~1I.l' 11WIII.IIII.Wl.UIWiIllWlumJ 
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Baseball slang lives 
New dictionary defines 5,000 words, terms 
Scripps Howard News Service 
No other sport and few other oc-
cupations have introduced so many 
phrases, so mauy words, so many 
twis ts into our language as baseball. 
- Tristram Pottl'f Coffin, author of 
The Old Ball Game. 
To anyone who r.as played naseball, 
the slang and phraseology is as much a 
g:~~f the game as the bats, balls and 
. HUMM BABY. Fire that rock. 
Bat1el""'s looking. Break his biffstick. 
~low a :::cft)ogie. Can of corn!" 
A ,lew book by Paul Dickson, "The 
Dickson Baseball Dictionary," brings 
these and 1>.000 other words and 
phrases to life, giving definition. origin 
and totymology. Everything from A-
scorecard abbreviation for assist - to 
Zurdo - Spanish nickname for lefty -
is defined, some with the help of vin-
tage photos. 
A seven-and-.l-half-year labor of 
love, Dickson's book was prompted by 
his inquisitive sons' queries. 
"DAD. WHY do they call it 
bleachers?" 
"Because fans used to get bleached 
in the midday sun." 
"Dad, why do they call it out in left 
flPold?" 
"Because there once was a ballpark 
in Chicago which had a mental in-
stitution outside the left field wall." 
"This got me thinking about the 
game in a new way," said Dickson, 49, 
author of 18 other books, many on 
words and word orij!ins. "I got hooked 
on the stories behino the words," or as 
one critic said, "the incorrect use of 
correct words." 
WITH THE help of the Baseball Hall 
of Fame, Merriam-Webster, private 
collections and many other resources, 
Dickson assembled the dictionary on 
his computer by setting up discs, Olle 
for each letter of the alphabet. and 
plugging in words as he came by them. 
Although baseball was said to be 
invented in 1839, it wasn't until the 
advent of U.e modern sports page, 
around 1900, that slang started coming 
into everyday use. Thanks to writus 
such as Ring Lardner, Damon Runyon 
and Ji'inley Peter Dunne, who then 
covered sports, baseball started get· 
ting its own terminology. Writers were 
more inventive then and had much 
more artistic license with their copy 
than today's sportswriters. 
OTHER SPORTS have their terms 
but none as rich and varied as baseball. 
"Golf has a nice vocabulary," said 
Dickson, "but it's an old vocabulary. A 
lot of it came out of Scotland 
Basketball has a very lively one but it 
doesn't have the history of baseball. 
Tennis was played mostly by the weIJ... 
~o, so it didn't have the mass a~ 
peal." 
Baseball is played by all classes, 
ethnic groups, and people from all 
walks of lifp .. ii ';l)I}tributing to its 
jargon. . 
"The metaphors are so strong m 
baseball," said Dickson. "Everybody 
knows the concept of striking out, 
hitting a homer, stealing a base. 
"THERE'S AS old joke, 'What's a 
metaphor?' It's to play baseball in." 
Manv of the early games were played 
in meal.l.ows and :?2stures and from 
that setting came much of the ea~ly 
terminology. Baseball was a game:,.Hth 
fields and fences, where du('ks slt.on 
the pond and pitchers sit in the catbrrd 
seat. New players come out 01 a. farm 
system and a f2rmha~.d who pitches 
may get LO work in the bullpen. 
Comedian George Carlin has a 
routine ill which he compares the 
pastoral game of baseball to w,,:r-.like 
football, which is played on a grld~ron 
where thp.re is blitzing, red-doggmg, 
drives into enemy territory and where 
bombs are thrown. Meanwhile, 
baseball, with its Irineer, genUersla~g, 
is played in a park, and the offensive 
plays include the free pass, homer and 
sacrifice fly. In football y.JU spear, 
march and score; in baseball you walk, 
stretch and run home. 
DlCKSOS ·SA YS anothe: reason 
baseball has so much slang is Uecause 
the players spend so much time gab-
bing while waiting - for trains, planes 
and buses, and even for the next pitch. 
Their only means of breaking the 
monotony is to chatter, or shoot the 
bull. 
A lot of tlwt time is spent waiting for 
the next meal. Food is a big inspiration 
for slang: can of corn (easy play), cup 
of coffee (brief trial with major league 
club), fish cakes (low pay), banana 
stalk (a bat of inferior wood), mustard 
(velocity), pretzel (curveba~», 
rhubarb (a fight), green pea (rookie), 
juice (to hit ball with great power), 
meat hand (a fielder's throwing hand), 
grapefruit league (name for spring 
training in Florida) and tater (home 
run) are some of the food-inspired 
terms. Among the many words for the 
ball itself: apple, cantaloupe, egg, pea, 
potato and tomato. Implements? There 
IS ~e !n~te d\!~O =n~ ~:rela~~: 
gaessert? Strawberries (skin abrasion) 
and raspberries (flatulent sound ex-
pressing contempt). 
MODERN-DAY terms are already 
coming into use. . 
"I once heard a pitcher say a ~ 
threw a Linda Ronstadt fastball,' 
recalled Dickson. "That's one that 
blew by you." 
Blue Bayou w~ a hit song recorded 
by Ronstadt. 
"What would oor vocabulary be 
without baseball?" said Dickson. Hit 
and run (first used in 19(2) described a 
baseball play before it meant a traffic 
felony. Most people assume the 
nickname Ace evolved from the first in 
a deck of cards. But it began to mean 
"the best" when the Cincinnati Red 
Stockings' pitcher named Asa 
Brainvd won 56 of 57 games. People 
then began saying their pitcher was a 
real • ABa.' It gradually evolved into 
Ace." . 
Dicksoo bopes to revise his bed in 
five years. 
[t's 8.JUNGLE out there! 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR THAT 
CERTAiN APARTMENT? 
ROYAL RENTALS has the apartmen'..:.t ____ ~~11 
you are looking for ... 
summer .hill. 
Egyptian Sands $140 $190 
Logan Apts $125 $175 
Lincoln Apts $145 $195 d"-t7e 
Come I:>Y and pick up ;t 
one of ROYAL RENTALS 
housing brochures 
for ihe rates 
of all our locations. 
501 E. Collvgcz 
451-4422 
Touch of Blue added to Springfest activities 
Weekend provides 
music, recreation 
for Fest celebrators 
The single crossed over to the pop andRhytlun & Blues 
crowds and resulted in a place on Billboord's Hot 100 and a 
number 17 spot on Billboard's black singles clw.rt: 
attract more people and increase the 
fraterniy's profit. 
The group makes money by selling 
aels for an ad .book that they sell at the 
ball. The book contains personal and 
business ads. Girls that are in the bali's 
court sell the ads. Hughes said By Nora Bartley 
StaftWriter 
The 19th annual Touch of Blue 
Weekend, hasted by the Phi Beta 
Sigma fratemity, will oring added 
entertainment .0 the Springfest 
weelwnd. 
"i .JUch ()f Blue starts A;>ril20th with a 
aI' greek social and a party at 
Dumarocs at 10 p.m. featuring a biker 
pants contest, Tim HLghes, coor-
dinator of Touch of Blue said, 
Everyone is welcome !.o the party at 
Dumarocs. 
~ob Base and D, J, E-Z Rock will 
continue the festivities with a concert 
FrIday at 10 p.m. at Two Hearts Inc. 
Base and D.J. E-Z Rock is e rap group 
that gained recognition with its song 
"It Take'S Two." 
The single crossed over to the pop 
and khytbm & Bllles crowds and 
resulted in a place on Billboard's Hot 
100 and a number 17 spot on Billboard's 
black singles chart. 
"I think it's a privilege that we can 
get someone of this Cliliber to come 
down here. This is professional en· 
tertainmen'. it gives Carbondale some 
recognition." Hughes said. 
Tickets are $10 at the door and $8 in 
advance. Tic.kets can be purchased at 
Plaza Records, Record Bar and Disc 
J()('key. 
Other open events include a skating 
party on Friday at the Great Skate 
Train from 1 to 4 a.m., a picnic from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday at Campus 
Lake featuring a step show by mem-
bers of Phi Beta Sigma aort a skating 
party from 11 p.m to 4 a.m. The events 
conclude on Sunday, with the Touch of 
Blue Ball at Dumarocs. 
Hughes said everyone i..; invited to 
these events. 
"It's not necessarily an all-black 
event. It's justfour days full of actico." 
This is me first year that the event 
has fallen on Springfest weekend and 
Hughes said that he would like to see it 
continue that way because it will help 
Whoever sells the most ads and does 
well in other events held during the 
week. such as playing softball at th~ 
picnic, will be crowned Miss Touch of 
Hlue at the ball. The winner will also 
receive a $300 scholarship, he said. 
Gi~J:; are chosen for the leader-.,hip 
qualities they show. Twelve will par· 
ticipate this year, Hughes said. 
A percentage of the money from the 
week's events goes to the Red CrO!.S, he 
said. Touch of Blue usually attracts 
around 1,000 to 2,000 people, many of 
these coming from other Phi Beta 
Sigma chapters ir. the state. 
Long-range spring forecast part guess\Vork 
Scripps Howard News Service 
THE NATIONAL Weather Service 
has predicted tem~atures in the 
Midwest to be on the normal to cool 
side between April 15 and May 15. 
spring's changeability, its weather 
tends to be especially hyperactive. 
Of all the for.:casts National Weather 
Service m~h~ogists make during 
the year, the toughest is the 3O-day 
outlook for April 15 to May 15. 
THIS IS A gentle way of saying the 
just-issued mid-spring outlook of the 
NWS's long-range forecast group is a 
lot of guesswork. 
Spring is the most volatile season of 
the year as warm air from the tropics 
and \.-o.Id air from tt>e Arctic collide 
over the nation's heartlanrl to produce 
Ylild temperature swings and frequent 
storms. 
With ~beir fingers crossed, the NWS 
forecasters say a large chunk. of the 
West will be warmer than normal 
between April 15 and May 15, and much 
of the Midwest and East will be on the 
cool side or have normal, seasonal 
temperatures. 
Spring's rapid weather changes 
usually begin about March 15 and 
continue until mid-June when the 
summer weather pattern takes hold 
and remains in place until early Oc-
tober. Because the mid-Aprtl to mid-
. !'vlay period is right in the middle of 
The West's warmth should be cen-
tered on all or parts of 10 Western and 
Plains states: Arizona, New Mexico, 
Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Wyoming, 
Nebraska, Kansas. Oklahoma and 
Texas, The rest of the West probably 
will have seasonal thermome-ter 
readings. 
s"n-Tues 
10:30am-3am 
Wed-Thurs 
10am-4am 
Fri-Sat 
10am- 5am 
9 
TACO 
'BELL, 
Dally Specials 
Mon.-8unito Supreme & Reg. Drink 
Tues.·2 Taco Suprema & Reg. Drink 
Wed..·Taco Salad & Reg. Drink 
Thura.-Nacho BeIIgnmde & Reg. Drink 
FrI.·Taco Salad & Reg, Drink 
Sat.-st.ak f~1ta & Reg. Drink 
Sun.·Tacoa 4ge (unHmited) 
412 EWalnuf 
Carbondale 
549-7212 
we accept phone 
ordp.rs for pick·up 
$1.99 
$2.~9 
$3.29 
$2.39 
$3.29 
$1.99 
.49 
10PM-CLOSE Bean Burritos 59¢ 
r------------------------, 
I Buy a Nacho Bellgrande & get a Reg. , 
: Drink for 5¢. EXP. 5·4·89 I L ________________________ J 
Get The 
Good Times 
~~w~et~._ 
~ _-== __ ._~ ,.Nomoneydov.n. 
I ---._- /. Financing with JET SKl e 300SX approved credit. • Masterca;dNISA 
DAILEY'S LAWN & CYCLE 
HOURS: W-F 8:30 - 5:30, S 8:30 - 4 "---"."," 
F"'~, II 942.7828 ~
Hwf. 148, Just North .,. _a __ l..: 
J 
A LATE ARRIVING spring is 
forecast for all or parts of seven states 
in the Great Lakes basin and Northern 
Plains: the northweotern comer of 
Ohio, Michigan, and parts ol Indiana 
D!inois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and 
North Dakota. Temperatures in this 
area have mostly been below normal 
since late January. 
Temperatures also should be below 
normal in Tennessee, Kentucky and 
the mountains of North Carolina and 
Virginia. The rest ol the East should 
haveseasooal temperatures. 
The forecast also has some good 
news for the West Coast and rain-
p!d.guet.: Mid-South. With a trough of 
low pressure moving in from the 
PacifiC. the entire West Coast from 
Seattle to San Diego should get above 
normal precipitation that will partially 
refill California's shrunken reservoirs 
and lower the forest fire threat in 
Oregon, Washington and parts of 
Idaho. Montana, Utah and Nevada. 
.IN 11!E EAST, a dome of very dry 
air should dry out all or part<: of Ten-
nessee, Kentucky, Alabama, 
Mississippi, Arkansas and Missouri. 
Heavy rains caused serious flooding in 
~ these states in February and 
The NWS meteorologists call for 
normal rainfalls for the rest of the 
country: New England. the Atlantic 
Coast states, Great Lakes basin. Plains 
stlltes and in the Rockies. 
"Mid-sJring has a very tricky 
weather changeover that's very dif-
ficult to. forecast," meteorologist 
James Wagner apologizes in advance . 
"We ciothebestwe can." 
Home of the Real Springfest Party 
3 for 1 Drink Specials 
~f!fL 
~ 
.50¢ Stroh's 
$1.25 Speedrails 
Compcrtitions for Prilvs 
Beer Chugging Contest 
Upside Down Margarita Contest 
Limbo Contest 
.-.' , ~
Hula ... Hoop Contest 
Water Balloon Toss 
$SOOO Prize to Winner 
Horseshoes-VoIIeybaJl-FoosbaII-Billiards-Darts 
~tJrAr '. ·,,"S·.~t· '.' ~Jl 01 Williamson County Airport n.dWVCRtdIU ~ ... ".!". " ... "." ........ ,., ... ,..,J .. ~J:~ •. i I J'! .' .. ! .. l~., .. t .. It.· ... ,~.ll.: .. ,:.;! .. I.T •.• 1.1.' .';.1 .• ' 1 .. 1.. ."·.. ' .. i .. '·IIiI/r, ___ .......... ' ______ ...I 
:. 'SALUKI 
SAFARI' 
SPRINGf£Sf '39· r {I 
IS ALCOHOL MAKING A 
MONKEY OUT OF YOU? 
-Bothered by baboon breath? .. Jungle drums pounding in your head? 
-Do you always need alcohol in order to have a swinging time? 
____ """""-~r_,,\':-Even if your family tree is full of careless drinkers-
,'>'-----H •• - • ._. j you don't have to be a chimp off the old block. 50 ",~" 
~" SOME PEOPLE ENJOY A DRINK. . .~~~/ t~" 
NOBODY ENJOYS A DRUNK ~-~-c:"~l:: c::·,,':.~·'· 
Don't Go Bananas •.•• Oon't Monkey· A.round ••• ~ Responsible AfSprin2fest . 
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